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October 4, 2019
VIA FACSIMILE ONLY @ fleck.heather@dol.gov
The Honorable Eugene Scalia
Secretary, U.S. Depa1iment of Labor
Room S-4209
200 Constitution Ave, NW
Washington, D.C. 20210
RE: Supplement to Response to Appeal Following Designation as a Workforce Development Area
Under the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
Dear Secretary Scalia:
Iowa provides the following supplemental response to our original response filed on July 12, 2019.
After discussion with Assistant Secretary for Employment and Training, John Pallasch, on September
30, 2019, he requested that the State of Iowa provide additional information in supp01i of Iowa's
request that you deny the appeal. The following additional inf01mation is provided in response to
that request. (Please note that exhibit numbers are continued from the appeal response letter of July
12, 2019).
1) Updated Timeline of Realignment Public Meetings (Exhibit 17). In the appeal response letter of
July 12, 2019, the State of Iowa included a timeline showing 22 public meetings that were held to
discuss realignment (See Exhibit 7 of appeal response letter). Attached is an updated timeline
showing a total of 88 public meetings that were held to discuss realignment between November 20,
2017 (when the Realignment Committee was created) and February 18, 2019 (when the State
Workforce Development Board (SWDB) voted to approve the 6 local area realignment map for Local
Workforce Designated Areas (LWDA)). The updates to the timeline appear in red text, and where
possible include summaries of .the realignment discussions. For more detailed descriptions of
realignment discussions, please see the Agendas, Attendance Sheets and Minutes included with this
letter.
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Timeline of Realignment
Updated: October 4, 2019

Date

Communication
Type

Communicator

7/6/16
7/26/16
8/25/16
9/14/16
10/25/16

In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
In-Person

Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey

Attendance at Region 1 board meeting (Elkader).
Attendance at Region 1 board meeting (Elkader).
Attendance at Region 7 board meeting (Waterloo).
Attendance at Region 14 board meeting (Creston).
Attendance at Region 1 board meeting (Elkader).

1/14/17
1/17/17
1/18/17
1/26/17
1/26/17
2/1/17
2/21/17

In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
In-Person

Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey

2/23/17
3/22/17
4/12/17
4/18/17
5/25/17
6/16/17

In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
Email

Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Shelly Evans

Attendance at Region 14 board meeting (Creston).
Attendance at Region 15 board meeting (Ottumwa).
Attendance at Region 6 board meeting (Marshalltown).
Attendance at Region 3 /4 board meeting (Spencer).
Attendance at Region 12 board meeting (Sioux City).
Attendance at Region 6 board meeting (Marshalltown).
Attendance at Region 1 CEO board training and board meeting
(Elkader).
Attendance at Region 2 board meeting (Mason City).
Attendance at Region 13 board meeting (Council Bluffs).
Attendance at Region 1 CEO board meeting (Elkader).
Attendance at Region 15 board meeting (Ottumwa).
Attendance at Region 3 / 4 board meeting (Spencer).
All CEO and LWDB Members.
 Guidance: One-Stop Operator Selection 2017.

2016

2017

Subject

1
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Date

6/20/17
7/11/17
7/12/17
7/19/17
7/25/17

Communication
Type

In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
In-Person
In-Person

8/12/17
10/20/17

In-Person
In-Person

11/8/17

Letter

11/16/17

Region 12
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

11/20/17
11/20/17

SWDB
Meeting
In-Person

11/21/17

Email

11/27/17

Region 3 & 4
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Communicator

Subject

Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey
Ben Humphrey

Attendance at Region 1 CEO board meeting (Elkader).
Attendance at Region 5 board meeting (Fort Dodge).
Attendance at Region CEO and board meeting.
Attendance at Region 6 board meeting (Marshalltown).
Attendance at Region 1 CEO board training and board meeting
(Elkader).
Ben Humphrey Attendance at Region 16 board meeting (Council Bluffs).
Ben Humphrey Attendance at regional workforce development board training
(Waterloo).
USDOL
Letter from USDOL re: monitoring review of WIOA and WagnerPeyser grants.
Region 12
WIOA Updates. AGENDA, Minutes and attendance list.
“Shawn Fick reviewed WIOA (Title 1) reconfiguration information for the regions in
Board
Iowa. DOL stated that Iowa has more regions than most. Kansas has 5 regions and
Members
Nebraska has 3 regions. The thought is to consolidate the regions in Iowa. The boards

SWDB

will be expected to input their thoughts and there will be a comment period for RWDB
and CEO members. On Monday the State Board will appoint a review committee. All
committee meetings are open to the public. The review committee will bring back
suggestions. There will be a redistribution map at some point.”

Creation of Realignment Committee.

Ben Humphrey Agenda.
Attendance at Region 14 board meeting (Creston).
Shelly Evans WIOA Title 1 Directors & Providers. USDOL Recommended
review. 11/8/17 Letter.
Region 3 & 4 Discussion of Director Townsend’s Recent Email Correspondence.
Board
Minutes and attendance list.
Members
2
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Date

Communicator

Subject

Region16
CEO Meeting

Region 16
CEO Board
Members

State Workforce Development Board Update/DOL Review.
Minutes and attendance list.

12/7/17

Region 10
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 10
Board
Members

Minutes and attendance list.

12/11/17

Region 9
CEO Meeting

Region 9
CEO Board
Members

12/13/17
12/14/17

Agenda
Region 2
CEO - RWDB
Meeting

11/27/17

12/14/17

Communication
Type

Region 5
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

“Discussion of Director Townsend’s presentation to the State Board that DOL conducted
an audit and there were several findings. The major finding is that the State has not
been aligned properly for the new WIOA legislation. …”
“Carla Andorf discussed the WIOA regions in the state and the Department of Labor
report from their monitoring visit. The state has 45 days to respond to the findings
citied in that report. Bob Yoder asked for a motion to request that the state provides
their response to this board.”

Regional Restructure. Minutes and attendance list.

“Executive committee members discussed communication regarding the regional
restructure study being conducted. Jack suggested that the board needs to be aware
and respond when the study team makes its recommendation. Paula offered that she
would share information with the executive committee regarding Wednesday’s
meeting.”

Shelly Evans
1st Meeting of SWDB Realignment Committee.
Ben Humphrey Attendance at region 2 board meeting (Mason City). Minutes and
via WEBEX
attendance list.

Region 5
Board
Members

“Title I Updates – Possible Realignment of regions following DOL review. Proposed map
showing how this realignment could look was provided. Ben Humphrey, Attorney for
IWD called in via WEBEX to answer questions from the board pertaining to the proposed
realignment, and how it will affect Region 2. **See attached page with more at length
minutes from that question and answer sessions.

DOL Monitoring Report/One Stop Operator.
committee. Minutes and attendance list.

Realignment
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Date

12/19/17

12/19/17

Communication
Type

Communicator

Email

Shelly Evans

Region 11
CEO Meeting

Region 11 CEO
Board
Members

Subject

CEOs and Title 1 Directors.

As you know, the Realignment Committee of the State Workforce
Development Board met on Wednesday, Dec. 13, 2017. At that meeting,
the Committee decided to create a minimum local area budget that
includes the required WIOA costs. To perform this task, IWD is collecting
information from other states and Iowa’s local areas.
In order to give the Committee an accurate budget picture, we need to
know how WIOA Title I funds are currently being spent at the local area
level. Please provide the following budget information for your local area
for Program Year 2016:
1) Local Workforce Development Board budget, including the number
of full-time equivalent position(s) (FTEs) devoted to board support and
their salaries/wages and benefits (if any);
2) Itemized budget for local workforce development area administrative
costs;
3) Itemized budget for the local fiscal agent (if one exists);
4) Itemized budget for the Title I services provider(s) in the local area,
including the number of FTEs (management and non-management) and
the costs of Title I service provider staff salaries and benefits;
5) The amount of Title I Youth program funds used on participant
training;
6) The amount of Title I Adult program funds used on participant
training; and
7) The amount of Title I Dislocated Worker program funds used on
participant training.
Please
send
this
budget
information
by
email
to shelly.evans@iwd.iowa.gov as soon as possible or before Friday,
Dec. 29, 2017.
If you have any questions, please let us know. Thank you.
Ben Humphrey
Attorney

Agenda, Minutes and attendance list.

“Letter from the DOL. Discussed findings on realignment of regions, fiscal agent, etc.
and how they impact Region 11.”
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Date

Communication
Type

Communicator

1/4/18
1/9/18

Agenda
Region 15
CEO- RWDB
Meeting

1/15/18

Region 14
CEO - RWDB
Meeting
Region 11
CEO Meeting

Shelly Evans
Region 15
CEO – RWDB
Board
Members
Region 14
Board
Members
Region 11 CEO
Board
Members

2018

1/16/18

1/24/18

Region 10
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 10
Board
Members

1/25/18

Region 3 & 4
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 12
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 3 & 4
Board
Members
Region 12
Board
Members

1/25/18

Subject

2nd Meeting of SWDB Realignment Committee.
Realignment Status Update. Minutes and attendance list.

“Jen Erdmann provided an updated regarding the realignment process. The State board
formed a realignment committee based on a DOL Finding report that was sent out to
the bard. …”

Realignment Committee. AGENDA.
Steve Gilbert.

Realignment Committee for the state.
attendance list.

Agenda, Minutes and

“Realignment Committee for the State. Discussed information shared with the
Realignment Committee. Need to discuss this topic at the February board meetings.
Discussed drafting a letter laying out questions and concerns.”

Realignment Update. Minutes and attendance list.

“State Workforce Development Board Realignment Update:
We need to make sure our Board is up-to-date
The State is doing more research on the realignment. There may be a
recommendation in May or June.
Kaylene received a response to DOL regarding findings during the last
monitoring of the Local Areas. …”

Updated on Realignment Committee meetings held in December
and January. Minutes and attendance list.
WIOA Regional Realignment update. AGENDA, Minutes and
attendance list.
Realignment handouts included, X1 to X4, totaling 63 pages.

“Shawn Fick reviewed US Department of Labor Employment and Training
Administration on site monitoring report. There were eleven areas that the State was
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Date

Communication
Type

Communicator

Region 1
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 1
Board
Members

2/8/18

Region 11
CEO Meeting

Region 11 CEO
Board
Members

2/8/18

Region 11
RWDB
Meeting

Region 11
RWDB Board
Members

Agenda

Shelly Evans

1/30/18

2/9/18

Subject
not in compliance with Federal requirements. Compliance Findings: Finding 1 – Local
Areas Not Aligned Appropriately – State; …”

State Workforce Development Board Update/DOL Review.
Minutes and attendance list.

“Discussion of Director Townsend’s presentation to the State Board that DOL conducted
an audit and there were several findings. The major finding is that the State has not
been aligned properly for the new WIOA legislation. …”

Realignment Update. Agenda, Minutes and attendance list.

“Realignment Update: Les, Ron, and Fern discussed the realignment of the Iowa
Workforce Regions. Fifteen regions were originally aligned with Community College
boundaries. Based on a DOL Monitoring Report for Iowa from last fall, IWD is currently
looking at significantly reducing the number of regions according to labor market
areas, economic development areas, and/or commuting patterns. Realignment
Committee members and plan information was shared with the board. Input from the
board is welcomed. The next meeting will be February 9. Liliefeld questioned why the
realignment. Thoughts included perhaps not enough funding for administration of 15
regions and the changes with WIOA. Concerns were voiced regarding rural areas not
getting services and urban areas taking all the funding. Possibly have more answers by
April meeting.

Update on Realignment of IWD Local Areas/Regions. Agenda,
Minutes and attendance list.

“Discussion on direction and how board should response or provide input to IWD. It
was decided to not send a letter of recommendations. Rather, send questions to
advance thinking and provide thoughtful and though-provoking dialogue. Issues
include: how to split Iowa into regions with metropolitan areas mixed with rural areas
and mixture of industries both large and small. IWD is stating 2 to 8 region. Today
there are 15 regions. Concerns include too large of a region that may affect local
representation, dominance of industries in one part of the region vs. another; to not
too small then how much work can one staff cover and no location representation.
Action: Send questions to Chair Braxton Pulley before end of February.”

3rd Meeting of SWDB Realignment Committee.
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Date

2/15/18
2/22/18

2/22/18

Communication
Type

Region 8
RWDB
Meeting
In Person

Communicator

Subject

Region 8
Agenda.
“Department of Labor State Monitoring Report Response and Reorganization
Board
Timeline.”
Members
Ben Humphrey AGENDA
Attendance at Region 2 CEO board meeting (Mason City).

“Ben Humphrey will be attending today to speak to the proposed realignment of the
regions of Iowa and answer questions.”

Region 7
RWDB
Meeting

Ben Humphrey Attendance at region 7 board meeting (Waterloo). Minutes and
attendance list.

Region 7
CEO Meeting

Ben Humphrey Attendance at region 7 CEO board meeting (Waterloo). Minutes
and attendance list.

2/26/18

Region 16
CEO Meeting

Ben Humphrey Regional Realignment. Minutes and attendance list.

3/5/18

Email

2/23/18

“Regional Realignment by Ben Humphrey. Ben provided extensive explanations and
answered questions on the regional realignment.

“Regional Realignment by Ben Humphrey. Ben provided explanations and answered
questions on the regional realignment.

Shelly Evans

“Humphrey gave a presentation on the overall process and status of the realignment
process for Local Workforce Areas. …”

CEO, Local Board Members and Title 1 Providers.
 Realignment Committee Executive Summary
 Draft Overview of Realignment Committee Approach and
Framework
 LWDB Area Requirements – Summary and Model Budget
 Regional Alignment Evaluation Map Summary
 Funding – Expenditure Estimates by Scenario
 Allocation Formula for State Plan
 Maps
 LWDB Functions – Summary
 LWDB Functions
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Date

Communication
Type

Communicator

3/6/18

SWDB

3/14/18

Region 11
CEO Meeting

Director
Townsend
Region 11 CEO
Board
Members

3/19/18
3/19/18
3/20/18

Region 10
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 14
CEO - RWDB
Meeting
Region 5
CEO - RWDB
Meeting

Subject

 Criteria for Designation of Local Areas & Regions
 Funding Letters
Update on realignment.
Realignment of the Local Workforce Development Board Regions.
Agenda. Minutes and attendance list.
“Discussed reason why realignment is occurring and the information provided by the
realignment committee. Shared comments and questions regarding and its impact for
rural as well as urban regions. A draft of a letter from the Region 11 CEO Board Chair
to the realignment committee was shared with the CEO Board. Input regarding the
letter was discussed. Motion by Bill Zinnel to approve sending the drafted letter to
the Realignment Committee.”
Executive Director’s Report March 2018:
“Attended re-alignment committee meetings in February. Worked with the Region 11
CEO board to draft a le3tter to the realignment committee with questions and
concerns regarding the realignment process.”

Region 10
Realignment proposal. Minutes and attendance list.
Board
Members
Ben Humphrey AGENDA.
Realignment Committee update.

Ben Humphrey Attendance at region 5 board meeting (Fort Dodge). Minutes and
attendance list.
DOL Response Letter/Realignment of State.

“In September 2017 DOL reviewed the IWD System and issued a guidance on change.
State Board formed a realignment committee who reached a consensus on the new
framework. See handout. The local board structure that has been being developed is
no longer the focus DOL changed direction and wants to develop an advisory committee
instead. Hoping members can continue to serve in some capacity to continue providing
best service and avoid catastrophic impact. Do not foresee that DOL requirements will
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Date

Communication
Type

Communicator

Region 11
CEO Meeting

Region 11 CEO
Board
Members

Region 3 & 4
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 12
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 3 & 4
Board
Members
Region 12
Board
Members

3/26/18

Region16
CEO Meeting

Region 16
CEO Board
Members

3/28/18

Region 13
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 13
Board
Members

3/20/18

3/22/18
3/22/18

Subject
change unless federal regulars change and they are no issuing any waivers. Noted that
most areas only have one Title I provider for youth and adult. Only Regions 5 & 11 have
it separated out. Need to look at if this is how we want it to continue. There would be
a cost savings to combining them. Questions that were asked….”

Realignment Committee.
attendance list.

CEO Letter.

Agenda, Minutes and

“Realignment Committee for the State. Discussed information shared with the
Realignment Committee at their February 9th. Continue discussion at next month’s
executive committee meeting and prepare for May 3rd board meeting. IWD sent
information to all local CEO and workforce development boards. Comments have
been requested. Shared letter sent by Rick Sanders, Region 11 CEO Chair, on behalf of
the CEO board to the Realignment Committee.”

Update on Realignment Committee meetings.
attendance list.

Minutes and

WIOA Regional Realignment update. AGENDA, Minutes and
attendance list.
Realignment handouts included, F1 to F12, totaling 47 pages.

“WIOA Regional Alignment – Motion to go to 8 Regions. Motion to submit questions to
get answers: …

Regional Realignment. Minutes and attendance list.

“Ryan reviewed the information with the board regarding the realignment process. He
answered questions from the board and reminded them of the upcoming comment
period deadline of May 4th. The board expressed their concerns over the new regional
structure proposals from the realignment committee and how it would affect the
current clients needs. The CEOs will be meeting to discuss the steps that the board will
take and make comments to be submitted to the committee.”

Minutes and attendance list.

“State Workforce Development Board Realignment Update.”

9
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Date

4/9/18

Communication
Type

Region 11
CEO Meeting

4/9/18

Region 15
CEO - RWDB
Meeting

4/10/18

Region 15
RWDB
Meeting
Region 13
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

4/23/18

4/24/18

Region 1
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Communicator

Subject

Region 11 CEO
Board
Members
Region 15
CEO - RWDB
Board
Members
Region 15
RWDB Board
Members
Ben Humphrey
Conference
Call

Realignment Committee. Agenda. No Minutes or attendance
posted.

Region 1
Board
Members

“Board Discussion.“

Realignment Update. AGENDA.
Jen Erdmann.

Realignment Update and Comment Period. AGENDA.
David Krutzfeldt.

Minutes and attendance list.

“State Workforce Development Board Realignment Updates - Ben Humphrey
Ben was available via phone to go over the realignment and answer questions.
a. September of last year the State Workforce Development reviewed the
Iowa Workforce Development.
b. When this is over there might be 2 - 3 territories.
c. Deadline to submit comments about this is May 4th
Submit comments to Vicki by Friday,
April 27th.”

Realignment Update. Minutes and attendance list.

“Realignment Update: Axtell discussed the realignment of the Iowa Workforce
Regions. The State Workforce
Board Realignment Committee has met three times and the information that they
have shared indicates a preference for making a two-region recommendation to the
State Workforce Board. Shelly Evans had sent an email to all board members with
attachments regarding the recommendations of the committee with maps and other
information. The Realignment Committee wants input from local boards and chief
elected officials.
RWDB/CEO boards may submit written comments individually by members or
collectively by board on or before May 4, 2018. Board members can send comments
to Penny Ingles and they will be compiled and submitted to Shelly Evens. Some board

10
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Date

4/26/18

Communication
Type

Communicator

Region 7
RWDB
Meeting

Region 7
Members

Subject
members were not sure they got the information. Fern will send to Penny to send out
to board members. Lengthy discussion followed.
• Board agrees that need to realign for budget reasons, but not from 15
regions to 2 regions
• The budget that was included was not realistic
• What kind of representation would there be for the rural areas? Taking the
chair from the CEO boards would mean 1 vote for our area.
• Rural areas would be left in cold. Money would go to the urban areas.
• Long distance to drive to offices would burden people already unemployed
or with limited resources.
• Need to get away from the notion that we are only for
unemployment and emphasize all of the re- employment services that
are provided in our offices.
• Unemployment is low and people think there is nothing to do, but we
provide more services.
• With unemployment low, Iowa ends up not getting as much funding.
• Board members voiced the fact that they have no problems hiring people,
however keeping employees due to drug testing, not coming to work,
transportation issues. Soft skills are a concern for most employers.
• Looking at the maps for recommendations, the distance for traveling and
the number of large cities is concerning.
Board members will get info to Penny by May 1, for compilation to be sent to Shelly
Evens by May 4, 2018.”

Regional Realignment. Minutes and attendance list.

“Deb Collett stated that the Federal DOL audited the Iowa WIOA system and made a
finding that the number of service areas be reduced from 15 based on the population
and budget. There is now a state committee that is working on this realignment to
reduce the number from 15. Response/Input is requested from the local board. Linda
Laylin gave an update that the CEOs are not happy about the proposed reduction in the
service areas. Clayton Ohrt added that the board should request to have as many
service areas as possible instead of limiting to a few number.”
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Date

4/26/18

Communication
Type

Region 7
CEO Meeting

Communicator

Region 7
Members

Subject

Minutes and attendance list.

“Discussion about workforce realignment and it was decided that Linda Laylin would
draft a comment letter to be submitted to the State Workforce Board Realignment
Committee. Gary Barnett made a motion to approve and Clayton Ohrt seconded.”

4/27/18

Region 9
Special
Meeting

Ben Humphrey Attendance at Region 9 board meeting (Davenport). Minutes and
attendance list.
Update on realignment efforts.

5/2/18

Region 6
CEO - RWDB
Meeting

Ben Humphrey Attendance at region 6 board meeting (Marshalltown). Minutes
and attendance list.

5/3/18

Region 11
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 11
Board
Members

“Ben Humphrey spoke to the CEO’s and RWDB Board about past WIOA, the present
status of WIOA and what lies ahead for the future WIOA. Her reported that the
realignment committee will be looking at comments submitted by the May 4th deadline
and then they go to the State the last week of June. He feels that we are still about 1
year away from the “transition”, most likely July 1, 2019.

Realignment Committee. Agenda, Minutes and attendance list.

“Mr. Denson shared that Committee has been active and IWD made it clear that
with money available and costs of standard wages, we can only afford two regions
and part way to a third. A lot of concern from multiple groups going to 2 from 1S.
Everybody agrees we need less regions no issue about that. People are concern
about local needs is not going to be served by only 2 boards for the entire state.
Compromise made that there could be subcommittees for the varies regions, but
flip side is they would have no clout, hard to get people together, there busy, it's
there but not. Committee put out alternatives or some proposals for comments,
but committee has seen those. There is a group of CEO's, community colleges,
and others that have discussed some alternative proposal sent to Beth two days
ago. There will be a small group meeting on May 7th with Beth and a full
committee meeting on May 9th that Mr. Denson will not be there. Steve Shells,
President of NIAC of Mason City will be there. There is a fair amount of legislative
discussion about this and several legislators are not happy with 2 regions. The
legislatures want to adjourn by 4 pm Saturday, which would be good. Mr. Denson
is concerned with your only required to have 1 One Stop per established region
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Date

5/17/18

5/17/18
5/24/18

Communication
Type

In Person

In Person
Email

Communicator

Subject
and IWD has consistently said there is no current plan to reduce the number of
One Stops, but if the decision is based on whatever criteria must be made, the
Director has taken the position that she can make the decision. He's
recommendation is the decision should be made by the Board and not the
Director. Mr. Denson believes a minimum of 4 if not 6 regions, boards to
contribute more financially, but is merely a small lift, a region's administrative
cost isn't as high as they estimate and it's an active discussion.
Rick Sanders, CEO Chair reported he has been making calls and that the CEO Board
sent a letter expressing CEO's concerns with moving to two regions and what that
looks like.
Lengthy discussion was held on what control the state has, will have and should
have over the regions.
Implementation deadline will be decided on at the next full committee meeting in
June, Beth extended the time line. Paul Smith reminded all of us that we received
the email regarding the recommendations requesting our input tomorrow is the
deadline to submit our responses. Individual feedback is important and taking to
individuals on the IWD Board. Board Chair asked that if members could reach out,
that would be helpful and appreciated.
Looking at, at least two years before implementation of new regions and the
Board has never said they will deny services to the people.”

Ben Humphrey Minutes and Attendance List.
Attendance at Region 5 board meeting (Denison).

“Realignment Update – Kelsey Casey reported - see handout - Melissa submitted letter
& success stories. All public comments have been submitted and will be made
available soon. Realignment committee will review and vote by June 28th. Complete
realignment process has to be done by October 1st. There may be a process for
appeal. CEOs have to make the decision if they will want to appeal. Title 1 directors
will make sure to stay in compliance.“

Ben Humphrey Attendance at Region 8 board meeting (Carroll).
Shelly Evans
All CEO and LWDB Members -- Local Membership Process,
Guidance and Forms.
 Regional Board Appointment Process
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Date

5/24/18
5/24/18

5/31/18
6/1/18

Communication
Type

Communicator

Region 3 & 4
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 12
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 3 & 4
Board
Members
Region 12
Board
Members

Region 10
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

6/619

Website
Posting

6/5/18

Region 9
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 10
Board
Members

Region 9
Board
Members

Subject

 Guidance – Membership Requirements for Local
Workforce Development Boards – May 24, 2018
 Local Workforce Development Board Application to Serve (in
PDF fill-able format)
 Oath of Office (in PDF fill-able format)
Update on Realignment Committee meetings – Pam Jordan, Pam
Wymore. Minutes and attendance list.
WIOA Regional Realignment update. AGENDA, Minutes and
attendance list.
Reports from Jeff Simonsen, Craig Anderson, Bridget Hoefling and
Others.
“WOA Regional Alignment Update – The Chairs haven’t heard anything. Jeff Simonsen
stated heard nothing since they were on the conference call. Jeff stated the 5A plan
seemed okay.”

Regional realignment process updated. Minutes and attendance
list.

Email to SWDB Realignment Committee Members providing
Comments and questions received from Local Workforce
Development Board CEO Members and Local Workforce
Development Board Members.
Comments and questions received from Local Workforce
Development Board CEO Members and Local Workforce
Development Board Members posted to website.
Regional Realignment updated. Minutes and attendance list.
“Paula shared that the realignment committee may be looking at realigning to 2
regions. No decision has been made, another meeting has been scheduled. The
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Date

Communication
Type

Communicator

6/8/18
6/13/18

Agenda
Region 2
CEO Meeting

Shelly Evans
Region 2
CEO Board
Members

6/14/18

Email

Shelly Evans

6/27/18

SWDB

Director
Townsend

6/25/18

Region 16
CEO Meeting

Region 16
CEO Board
Members

Subject
committee is looking at other ways to cut costs instead of just cutting the number of
regions.”

4th Meeting of SWDB Realignment Committee.
Minutes and attendance list.

“Updates:
•
Realignment~ The State board had a meeting on Friday June 8th @ 10:00 am
in the State Board Room located at 1000 E Grand Avenue, in Des Moines.
•
alternate plan was presented to the State board
•
the committee did not go along with 2 regions
•
The recommendation was for 4 regions, with the borders yet to be
determined
•
The State board does not have to go along with the recommendations
•
The State Board will meet again on Wednesday June 27th at 10 am at the
Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden.
Questions:
Supervisor Latham asked how many regions does Director Townsend want? Director
Townsend would prefer 2 regions
Supervisor Grieman why the big push for 2 regions? 2 Regions would enable a larger
OneStopOperator and Board Support capability.”

All Regions. Guidance on Open Meetings for LWDB
 Meeting Notice template.
 WDB – Guidance Sunshine Open Meetings.
Update on realignment. Motion and approval to return
realignment to the Realignment Committee for further discussions
of 4 area regional maps.
Realignment Discussion and Board Functions. Minutes and
attendance list.

“Ryan reviewed the findings from the Department of Labor regarding board functions
and roles. He emphasized that one of the findings was that Title 1 Directors were too
involved in the day-to-day operations of the board, and these duties should be
completed by the board support staff. He also informed the board that the realignment
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Date

6/28/18
6/28/18
6/28/18
7/10/18
7/24/18

7/25/18

Communication
Type

Communicator

Region 7
RWDB
Meeting
Region 7
CEO Meeting
Region 10
RWDB
Meeting
Region 15
RWDB
Meeting
Region 1
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 7
Members
Region 7
Members
Region 10
Board
Members
Region 15
RWDB Board
Members
Region 1
Board
Members

Region 13
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 13
Board
Members

Subject
subcommittee met on June 8th and their recommendation to the State Workforce Board
was to incorporate 4 Regions with boundaries to be determined at a later date.”

Regional Realignment. Minutes and attendance list.
Minutes and attendance list.

Updated on realignment process. Minutes and attendance list.
Regional Realignment Update. AGENDA.
Jen Erdmann.

Workforce Regional Realignment Update. Minutes and attendance
list.
“Workforce Regional Realignment Update: Ron Axtell reviewed that members were to
have any comments submitted to Shelly Evens by May 4, 2018 for the Realignment
Committee Meeting in June 2018. Original options discussed indicated that the
administrative funds could only support two regions with the data that was submitted
to the Realignment Committee. A presentation was made to the Realignment
Committee with data indicating that the funds could possibly support 4 or more
regions. A motion was made by the Realignment Committee to recommend 4 regions
to the State Board with no boundary designations. After discussion, no decision was
made by the State Workforce Board and it was sent back to the Realignment
Committee to review again.”

Agenda.

“Realignment Update.”
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Date

7/30/18

Communication
Type

Communicator

Subject

Iowa Public
Comments
Website
Iowa Public
Comments
Website
Iowa Public
Comments
Website
Region 2
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 2
Board
Members

Minutes and attendance list.

8/7/18

Region 9
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 9
Board
Members

Regional Realignment updated. Minutes and attendance list.

8/9/18

Region 11
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
SWDB

Region 11
Board
Members
Director
Townsend
Region 6 Board
Members

7/30/18
7/30/18
8/2/18

8/27/18
8/29/18

Region 6
CEO - RWDB
Meeting

IWD

Waiver requests posted re: administrative cost arrangements.

IWD

Waiver requests posted re: One-Stop Operator (OSO) location
requirement.

IWD

Waiver requests posted re: ETPL.

“Patti also mentioned about Title I – a decision was hopefully going to be
made by the end of June. Realignment Committee took a
recommendation of four regions to State Board. There was a motion
to table and the motion carried and so it goes back to the
Realignment Committee to paint a more accurate picture for them.
They are pushing for a vote soon; the Board wants more information.”

“The proposal for re-regionalization was presented to the state board and was denied.
The state board requested that the work group re-convene and provide a map to
accompanying the proposed regions. The state has requested a waiver to allow the
one stop operator to live outside of the region.”

Realignment Committee. Agenda.

Update and realignment and submission of Waivers to USDOL.
“Realignment Committee meeting – on hold now, 90 day hold to
apply for a waiver. Committee voted for 4 Regions, went to the
State Board and they wanted 2 Regions. “
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Date

Communication
Type

Communicator

9/11/18

Email

Shelly Evans

9/17/18

Region 14
CEO - RWDB
Meeting
Region 5
CEO - RWDB
Meeting

Region 14
“… The State Workforce Board has tabled realignment until their 11/19/18 meeting,
Board
waiting on DOL’s response. If no decision can be reached, it will go to the Legislature.”
Members
Ben Humphrey Attendance at region 5 board meeting (Fort Dodge). Minutes and
via Phone
attendance list.

Region 11
CEO Meeting

Region 11 CEO
Board
Members
Region 10
Board
Members
Region 3 & 4
Board
Members
Region 9

9/18/18

9/18/18
9/20/18
9/27/18
10/2/18

Region 10
RWDB
Meeting
Region 3 & 4
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 9
CEO – RWDB

Subject

All CEO and LWDB Members.
 Title 1 Programs Table of Contents
 Posting of Policies for Title I Programs for Adult, Dislocated
Worker and Youth)
Realignment. AGENDA.

“Realignment Update – Ben Humphrey: US DOL reviewed WIOA and learned that there
was not enough funds to pay for the services required. Direction given to realign to
meet funding obligations. The state board realignment committee met in June and
requested waivers. Requested to waive the requirement for one stop center to be
located in one local area and to allow more collaboration. Also asked to waive sharing
administrative costs. Usually takes 90 days to consider and then issue decision.
Anticipate hearing a decision no later than December. The realignment process is on
pause until then.”

Realignment Committee. Agenda. No Minutes or attendance
posted.
“Board Discussion/Updates.”

Update on statewide realignment plan. Minutes and attendance
list.
Update on Realignment Committee meetings.
attendance list.

Minutes and

Regional Realignment updated. Minutes and attendance list.
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Date

Communication
Type

Meeting

Communicator

Region 6
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 12
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Board
Members
Region 11 CEO
Board
Members
Region 6
Board
Members
Region 12
Board
Members

10/23/18

Region 1
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 1
Board
Members

10/26/18

Region 13
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 11
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 14
CEO - RWDB
Meeting
Region 12
CEO – RWDB

Region 13
Board
Members
Region 11
Board
Members
Region 14
Board
Members
Region 12

10/16/18
10/17/18
10/18/18

11/8/18
11/19/18
11/29/18

Region 11
CEO Meeting

Subject
“Paula reported that there has been no progress on regional realignment, and it is
anticipated that this will remain the case until after the election.”

Realignment Committee. Agenda. No Minutes or attendance
posted.
“Board Discussion/Updates. Rick – Addendum to State Plan.”

Minutes and attendance list.

“Realignment Process – No updates on the realignment until January.”

Realignment update. AGENDA, Minutes and attendance list.

“Realignment Update – Janet Gill discussed. No new realignment maps. Looking at
local control but regional delivery. Will know more by next meeting after the State
Workforce Development Board Meeting on November 29, 2018.”

State Staff Update. Minutes and attendance list.

“State Staff Update: With no one from state in attendance, Ron updated the board on
the status of the realignment process over the last several months. The Realignment
Committee submitted their recommendation to the State Workforce Board at their
last meeting and the State Workforce Board decided to table the topic until their
November meeting or possibly longer.”

Agenda.

“Realignment Update.”

Realignment Committee. AGENDA.
Iowa’s Regional Workforce Structure – Update. AGENDA.
Ron Ludwig.

Realignment update. AGENDA, Minutes and attendance list.
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Date

Communication
Type

Meeting

Communicator

Region 10
CEO - RWDB
Meeting

Board
Members
Region 10
Board
Members

1/21/19

Region 14
CEO - RWDB
Meeting

Region 14
Board
Members

1/22/19

Region 11
CEO Meeting

1/24/19

Region 12
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 11 CEO
Board
Members
Region 12
Board
Members

2/1/19
2/8/19
2/18/19

Agenda
Agenda
SWDB

Shelly Evans
Shelly Evans
SWDB

2/21/19

Region 2
CEO –RWDB
Meeting

Region 2
Board
Members

12/6/18

2019

Subject

Update on realignment process. Minutes and attendance list.

Iowa’s Regional Workforce Structure Update – Ron. AGENDA.

Ron Ludwig.
“The State is still waiting to hear feedback from DOL on the 3 waivers submitted. They
hope to hear back this week or next. No more meetings are scheduled until they hear
back.”

Realignment Committee. Agenda. Minutes and attendance list.
“Board Discussion/Updates. Rick – Addendum to State Plan. No new updates on
realignment.”

Realignment update. AGENDA, Minutes and attendance list.

“Realignment Update – Next Meeting – February 18, 2019. Have not heard anything
new from the state on realignment. The next State Workforce Development Board
meeting is February 18, 2019.”

5th Meeting of SWDB Realignment Committee.
6th Meeting of SWDB Realignment Committee.
Acceptance and approval of 6 region realignment map for local
workforce development areas.
Minutes and attendance list.

“Title 1 Updates - Patti
3.1 Regional Realignment Update - Patti
3.1.1 Realignment Project Plan - two maps included in the packet that were presented
to the State Board for the Realignment Option and another map was added that
showed current region structure to have a comparison. Our positioning didn't change
in either of the maps. Option B was the one that was approved. They stated at the
Board Meeting that implementation would be January 1st, 2020. …”
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Date

Communication
Type

Communicator

2/22/19

Email

Shelly Evans

2/28/19

Region 7
RWDB
Meeting
Region 5
CEO - RWDB
Meeting

Region 7
Members

3/5/19

3/21/19

Email

3/28/19

Region 10
RWDB
Meeting
Region 12
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 6
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 1
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

3/28/19
4/17/19
4/23/19

Subject

Email to CEO Chairs.
 Template of letter to each CEO chair.
 Map of new Local Workforce Development areas approved
by SWDB board.
 WIOA, A Guide for Chief Elected Officials.
Realignment. Minutes and attendance list.

Region 5 Board Realignment update. Minutes and attendance list.
Members
Director
Townsend
Region 10
Board
Members
Region 12
Board
Members
Region 6
Board
Members
Region 1
Board
Members

Email and letter to CEO and Local Board Members regarding
realignment of local workforce development board areas.
Update on statewide realignment process.
Minutes and
attendance list.
Minutes and attendance list.
“Realignment – 6 regions by 2020.”

Minutes and attendance list.

“Realignment Process – No updates on the realignment until January.”

Realignment Update. Minutes and attendance list.

Realignment Update: Ron Axtell updated all on the realignment of Regions. He gave a
brief history of the realignment. In February 2018, the State Workforce Board approved
a 6-region map which would combine Region 1 with Region 2 (Mason City) and Region
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Date

Communication
Type

Communicator

4/23/19

Region 11
CEO Meeting

5/10/19

Email

5/22/19

Region 13
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 11 CEO
Board
Members
Director
Townsend
Region 13
Board
Members

5/23/19

Region 12
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
SWDB

Region 12
Board
Members
SWDB

5/30/19

Region 10
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 10
Board
Members

6/4/19

Region 9
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 9
Board
Members

5/30/19

Subject
7 (Waterloo). Indications are that four or five CEO groups have filed appeals with the
State Workforce Board regarding this decision. CEO Board have to get involved as they
are the only groups that can submit appeals. Concerns of rural areas losing their voice
in how things work if combined with urban areas. Beard noted he had reached out to
the CEO Chairs to be proactive. Lengthy discussion followed regarding steps to submit
appeal before May 30, 2019.

Realignment Committee. Agenda. Minutes and attendance list.
“Board Discussion/Updates.”

Email and letter to CEO and Local Board Members regarding
realignment of local workforce development board areas.
Agenda.
“Regional Board Realignment Discussion and possible action
i.
RWDB Action – Sarah Bradley
ii.
CEO Action – Randy Hickey.”

State Workforce Board Updates – Realignment, LWDB, Board
structure. AGENDA.
Attachment - Notice of SWDB Meeting on 5/30/19.
Discussions of realignment appeals and recommendations. Denial
of all appeals.
Update. Minutes and attendance list.

“Discussion was held on the realignment update and what actions are under way to
prepare for realignment. The State Workforce Development Board is meeting today;
several regions did appeal the proposed realignment map. Those appeals will be
reviewed today and actions, if any, will be decided.”

Regional Realignment – Update on State Workforce Board Meeting.
Minutes and attendance list.
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Date

6/18/19

Communication
Type

7/23/19

Region 1
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 11 CEO
Board
Members
Region 11 CEO
Board
Members
Region 1
Board
Members

7/13/19

Region 6
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 2
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 6
Board
Members
Region 2
Board
Members

Region 9
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Region 9
Board
Members

7/16/19

8/1/19

8/6/19

Region 11
CEO Meeting

Communicator

Region 11
CEO Meeting

Subject

Realignment Committee. Agenda. Minutes and attendance list.
“Board Discussion/Updates.”

Realignment Committee. Agenda. No Minutes or attendance
posted.
“Board Discussion/Updates.”

Realignment Update. Minutes and attendance list.

“Realignment Update: Ron Axtell updated all on the realignment of Regions.
He gave a brief history of the realignment. In February 2018, the State
Workforce Board approved a 6-region map which would combine Region 1
with Region 2 (Mason City) and Region 7 (Waterloo). Seven groups of CEO
Boards filed appeals and went before the State Workforce Board. The
appeals were denied. Now will present information to DOL. Lengthy
discussion followed. Beard had received a letter from DOL asking for
additional information. He requested that Ron provide this documentation.
DOL will review the additional documentation from all of the CEOs and make
a final decision on the appeals.”

Minutes and attendance list.

“Realignment – Timeline is June 30, 2020.”

Minutes and attendance list.

“CEO Approval of June 19, 2019 Conference call minutes to proceed with appeal to
Department of Labor regarding realignment Regional Workforce service areas.”

Regional Realignment Update on State Workforce Board Meeting.
Minutes and attendance list.
“Several appeals went forward to DOL. DOL is coming to do the state monitoring to
check on progress from the 2017 monitoring. Realignment is moving forward despite
appeals. CEO training may begin to happen at the end of August and into September.”
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Date

9/17/19
9/25/19
9/26/19

Communication
Type

Region 11
CEO Meeting
Region 13
CEO – RWDB
Meeting
Region 12
CEO – RWDB
Meeting

Communicator

Subject

Region 11 CEO
Board
Members
Region 13
Board
Members
Region 12
Board
Members

Realignment Committee. Agenda. No Minutes or attendance
posted.
“Realignment Committee Update.”

Agenda.

“Realignment Discussion.”

Realignment Transformation Plan – Draft. AGENDA.

L:\BOARDS\State Board\COMMITTEES\Realignment\Questions re Realignment\Timeline of Realignment Events UPDATED.docx
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STATE OF IOWA WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT BOARD
REALIGNMENT COMMITTEE MEETING

MINUTES
Date: December 13, 2017
Location: 1000 E. Grand Avenue, Capitol View Room, Des Moines
MEMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

PRESENT

Jake Chapman
Dave Deyoe
William Dotzler
Kirsten Running-Marquardt
Ryan Wise
Emily Wharton
Rose Thierer
Drew Conrad
Rob Denson
Randy Moore
Phil Tuning
Amy Larsen
Sondra Meyers
Becky Jacobsen
Steve Gilbert
David Mitchell

ATTENDEE
Myron Linn, Deputy Director
Ben Humphrey, IWD
Shelly Evans, IWD
Ryan Murphy, IWD
Brett Conner, IWD

NOT PRESENT

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

OTHER ATTENDEES

PRESENT
X
X
X
X
X

X

NOT PRESENT

MEETING MINUTES

Call to Order by Myron Linn, Iowa Workforce Development.
Introductions.
Roll Call.
Appointment of Steve Gilbert as Chair.
Presentation by Ben Humphrey, Iowa Workforce Development on current alignment areas, DOL findings,
mandate and legal requirements for realignment, funding allotments.
Present by Ryan Murphy, Iowa Workforce Development on labor shed maps, labor market information and
alternative area alignments.
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General discussions:
• Local board functions.
• Board composition.
• Impact on field offices due to realignment.
• Potential realignment regions.
• Suggestions for other area maps.
• Budget information.
• Survey of priorities.
Respectfully Submitted,

Shelly Evans, Board Administrator

Steve Gilbert, Chair
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STATE OF IOWA WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT BOARD
REALIGNMENT COMMITTEE MEETING

MINUTES
Date: January 4, 2018
Location: 1000 E. Grand Avenue, Capitol View Room, Des Moines
MEMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

PRESENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Jake Chapman
Dave Deyoe
William Dotzler
Kirsten Running-Marquardt
Ryan Wise
Emily Wharton
Rose Thierer
Drew Conrad
Rob Denson
Randy Moore
Phil Tuning
Amy Larsen
Sondra Meyers
Becky Jacobsen
Steve Gilbert
David Mitchell

ATTENDEE
Myron Linn, Deputy Director
Ben Humphrey, IWD
Shelly Evans, IWD
Ryan Murphy, IWD
Brett Conner, IWD

X
X
X

OTHER ATTENDEES

PRESENT
X
X
X
X
X

NOT PRESENT

X
X
X

X

NOT PRESENT

MEETING MINUTES

Call to Order by Steve Gilbert, Chair.
Introductions by Steve Gilbert, Chair and Myron Linn., Townsend, Iowa Workforce Development.
Roll Call.
Discussion of impact on field offices of realignment local area territories, Beth Townsend, Iowa Workforce
Development.
Presentation of LMI map tool, maps for regions 2, 3, and 4 by Ryan Murphy, Iowa Workforce Development.
Presentation of budget information by Cory Kelly, Iowa Workforce Development.
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General discussions:
• Administrative regions.
• Link available for interactive maps.
• Budget information requested for other states.
• Realignment of regions 6 or 8.
• Impact on field offices due to realignment.
• Potential realignment regions.
• Suggestions for other area maps.
• Budget information.
• Survey of priorities.
Presentation on WIOA requirements for local areas by Ben Humphrey, Iowa Workforce Development.
Adjournment at 12:00 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

Shelly Evans, Board Administrator

Steve Gilbert, Chair
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----

Discussion of conference calls for q uestion a!ld answer sessions with CEOS of regional boa;cls.
-ACTION ITEM
2 nd
1'1
MOTION
Unanimously
App_roved
Thicrer
Mitchell
X
Motion to Adjourn. Adjournment at 2:05 p.m .

---

--

--

---

I

Respectfully Submitted,

I

r·
Sh~ ~~

I

ac~~ato,

2
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NOTICE:
STATE WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT BOARD
REALIGNMENT COMMITTEE MEETING
Date:

Friday, June 8, 2018

Time:

10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

Location:

Phone:

Iowa Workforce Development — State Board Room 1000 East Grand
Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309
Conference call instructions:
1) Call 1-866-685-1580
2) Enter conference code 0009990910 followed by pound (#)
Note: Members of the public may access the meeting by conference
call at the location identified above.

TENTATIVE AGENDA:

1.

Call to Order, Steve Gilbert, Chair.

2.

Establish quorum.

3.

Welcome and introductions, Steve Gilbert, Chair.

4.

Presentation of CEO recommended scenarios by Kim Becicka, Kirkwood
Community College.

5.

Discussion of the number and territorial boundaries of local areas after
realignment.

6.

Discussion of questions and comments received from Local Workforce
Development Board CEO members and Local Workforce Development Board
Members.

7.

Comments, if any, from Realignment Committee members and attendees of
the meeting.

8.

Action Item: Vote on final recommendation to SWDB, if committee deems
appropriate.
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9.

Action Item: Establish, if necessary, next meeting of the committee to
finalize recommendations to SWDB.

10.

Adjourn.

UPCOMING CALENDAR EVENTS:


June 27, 2018 (10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.) - State Workforce Development
Board Meeting at Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden.

ACCOMMODATIONS:
Accommodations are available upon request for individuals with disabilities. If you
need an accommodation, please contact:
Shelly Evans
Email: Shelly.Evans@iwd.iowa.gov
Phone: 515- 725- 5680
Diana Sisler
Email: Diana.Sisler@iwd.iowa.gov
Phone: 515-281- 5365
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STATE OF IOWA WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT BOARD
REALIGNMENT COMMITTEE MEETING

MINUTES
Date: February 2, 2019
Location: 1000 E. Grand Avenue, State Board Room, Des Moines
MEMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

PRESENT

Jake Chapman
Dave Deyoe
William Dotzler
Kirsten Running-Marquardt
Ryan Wise
Emily Wharton
Rose Thierer
Drew Conrad
Rob Denson
Randy Moore
Amy Larsen
Sondra Meyers
Becky Jacobsen
Steve Gilbert
David Mitchell

ATTENDEE
Beth Townsend, Director
Ryan West, Deputy Director
Cathy Ross, IWD
Shelly Evans, IWD
Ryan Murphy, IWD
Brett Conner, IWD
Nick Olivencia, IWD
David Steen

Call to Order by Steve Gilbert, Chair.

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

OTHER ATTENDEES

PRESENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

NOT PRESENT
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

NOT PRESENT

MEETING MINUTES

Introductions by Steve Gilbert.
Roll Call.
Discussion and agreement to proceed with recommending local workforce areas after realignment.
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State Workforce Development Board

Realignment Committee
Dec. 13, 2017 Meeting
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Local Workforce Development Areas:
Terminology
Iowa’s Current Alignment
Local Areas Under WIOA
U.S. Dept. of Labor Finding No. 1
Legal Requirements
WIOA Title I Funding
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Terminology: Iowa vs. WIOA
Iowa has traditionally referred to its “local workforce
development areas” as “regions.”
WIOA has two types of planning territories:
1) “Local areas”
2) “Planning regions”
 A “planning region” can consist of:
1) One local area
2) More than one local area
For clarity, we will use the term “local area” or “area”
instead of “region.”
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Local Workforce Development Areas:
Iowa’s Current Alignment
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Iowa’s Current Alignment
 General Assembly created Iowa’s current system of
governance in 1996
 Started out with 16 local areas — one for each
community college territory
 Reduced to 15 local areas in 2000
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Iowa’s Current Local Area Alignment
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Local Workforce Development Areas:
U.S. Dept. of Labor (DOL) Finding No. 1
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part A
“The 15 local areas in Iowa do not meet the
substantive requirements of a local workforce
development area (LWDA) under WIOA. The 15 service
areas date back to the Job Training Partnership Act
under which States established “Services Delivery
Areas or SDAs. These SDAs were formed to align with
service delivery in the State and, in Iowa, this resulted
in areas being formed around the Community College
locations throughout the State. Subsequent workforce
development legislation, first the Workforce Investment
Act of 1998 and, most recently, WIOA, allowed for
existing service delivery areas to continue to serve as
local areas, with only minimal qualifying criteria.”
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part A
“As a result, the current local service areas in Iowa do
not align with the characteristics around which the
WIOA intends a LWDA to be aligned, such as local labor
market areas and/or economic development areas.”
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part A
 WIOA § 189(i)(1) allows states:
1) With a law enacted on or before Dec. 31, 1997
2) That provides for the designation of service
delivery areas
3) To use the services delivery areas designated
under that law as local areas, notwithstanding
WIOA section 106
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part A
 Iowa Code § 84B.3 :
For purposes of this section, “service delivery area” means the area
included within a merged area, as defined in section 260C.2,
realigned to the closest county border as determined by the
department of workforce development. However, if the state
workforce development board determines that an area of the state
would be adversely affected by the designation of the service
delivery areas by the department, the department may, after
consultation with the applicable local workforce development boards
and with the approval of the state workforce development board,
make accommodations in determining the service delivery areas,
including but not limited to the creation of a new service delivery
area. In no event shall the department create more than sixteen
service delivery areas.
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part B
 WIOA § 189(i)(1) allows States:
1) With a law enacted on or before Dec. 31, 1997


Iowa Code § 84B.3 enacted on May 2, 1996

2) That provides for the designation of service delivery areas


Iowa Code § 84B.3 provides for designation of SDAs

3) To use the services delivery areas designated under that
law as local areas, notwithstanding WIOA section 106


Iowa may use SDAs designated under Iowa Code §
84B.3 notwithstanding the requirements for local areas
in WIOA section 106
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part B
“The 15 local areas in Iowa do not meet the
substantive requirements of a local workforce
development area (LWDA) under WIOA. The 15 service
areas date back to the Job Training Partnership Act
under which States established “Services Delivery
Areas or SDAs. These SDAs were formed to align with
service delivery in the State and, in Iowa, this resulted
in areas being formed around the Community College
locations throughout the State. Subsequent workforce
development legislation, first the Workforce Investment
Act of 1998 and, most recently, WIOA, allowed for
existing service delivery areas to continue to serve as
local areas, with only minimal qualifying criteria.”
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part A
“As a result, the current local service areas in Iowa do
not align with the characteristics around which the
WIOA intends a LWDA to be aligned, such as local labor
market areas and/or economic development areas.”
 This part of the finding reflects the subjective policy
preference of the Regional Office in Chicago, not
legal requirements under WIOA.
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part B
“[T]he division of limited WIOA funds among 15
services areas, particularly in a State that has a large
rural areas, is stretching the available dollars so thin
that the local areas are unable to fund core WIOA
functions, such as staff support for the required Local
Workforce Development Boards (WDBs) and/or the
One-Stop Operators (OSOs).”
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part B
 WIOA includes unfunded mandates, under DOL’s
interpretation of the law
 The 15-local area alignment is stretching limited
WIOA Title I funding so thin that the local areas
don’t have enough resources to meet all WIOA
requirements
 Example: Region 11
 Example: Finding No. 7
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part C
“[T]his structure does not facilitate the development of
WIOA-compliant planning regions which, by law and
regulation, are aligned with labor markets, commuting
patterns, economic development areas, etc.”
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part C
When designating planning regions, “consideration of
the extent to which the local areas in a proposed
region”:
 Share a single labor market
 Share a common economic development area; and
 Possess the Federal and non-Federal resources,
including appropriate education and training
institutions, to administer activities under WIOA
subtitle B
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part C
Other factors may include:
 Population centers;
 Commuting patterns;
 Land ownership;
 Industrial composition;
 Location quotients;
 Labor force conditions;
 Geographic boundaries; and
 Additional factors as determined by the Secretary.
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DOL Finding No. 1: Part C
“[T]his structure does not facilitate the development of
WIOA-compliant planning regions which, by law and
regulation, are aligned with labor markets, commuting
patterns, economic development areas, etc.”
 This part of the finding reflects the subjective policy
preference of the Regional Office in Chicago, not
legal requirements under WIOA.
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DOL Finding No. 1
Committee Focus:
 Realign Iowa’s local areas to ensure that each
local area has sufficient federal funding to meet
all of WIOA’s requirements
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Local Workforce Development Areas:
Local Areas Under WIOA
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Local Areas Under WIOA
Each local area must have:
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Service provider for the Title I Adult and
Dislocated Worker programs
6) Service provider for the Title I Youth program
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One-Stop Centers Under WIOA
 Physical location where job seeker and employer
customers can access the programs, services, and
activities of all required one-stop partners
 Must have at least one Title I staffer present
 Must provide:
1) Career services
2) Access to training services
3) Access to programs and services carried out by
one-stop partners
4) Workforce and labor market information (LMI)
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Local Boards Under WIOA
 Each Local Board must perform all of the required
Local Board functions
 Among other functions, this includes selecting Title I
service providers and conducting oversight of Title I
service providers
 Example: DOL Finding No. 7
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Local Fiscal Agents Under WIOA
In general, responsible for:
1) Receive funds
2) Ensure sustained fiscal integrity and accountability
for expenditures of funds in accordance with the law
and state policies
3) Respond to audit financial findings
4) Maintain proper accounting records and adequate
documentation
5) Prepare financial reports
6) Provide technical assistance to subrecipients
regarding fiscal issues
 Example: DOL Finding Nos. 1, 2
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One-Stop Operators Under WIOA
 Coordinate the service delivery of required one-stop
partners and service providers
 Local Boards may establish additional roles,
including:
1) Coordinating service providers across the onestop delivery system
2) Being the primary provider of services within
the one-stop center
3) Providing services within the one-stop center
4) Coordinating service delivery in a multi-center
area, which may include affiliated sites
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One-Stop Operators Under WIOA
 A one-stop operator may not:
1) Convene system stakeholders to assist in the
development of the local plan
2) Prepare and submit local plans
3) Be responsible for oversight of itself
4) Manage or significantly participate in the competitive
selection for one-stop operators
5) Select or terminate one-stop operators, career services,
and youth providers
6) Negotiate local performance accountability measures
7) Develop and submit budget for activities of the Local
Board in the local area
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One-Stop Operators Under WIOA
 Must be competitively procured
 On its website, DOL interprets this to include
something more than “nominal” pricing
 Example: DOL Finding Nos. 1, 8
 Insufficient funding for one-stop operators at the
local area level
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Local Workforce Development Areas:
Legal Requirements
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Creation of a New Area Under the Iowa Code
 Iowa Code § 84B.3:
1) No more than 16 areas
2) State Board determination that an area would
be adversely affected by designation
3) Consultation with Local Boards
4) Approval of State Board
5) Create new area
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WIOA Planning Region: Required Factors
Extent to which:
1) Share a single labor market
2) Share a common economic development area;
and
3) Possess the Federal and non-Federal resources,
including appropriate education and training
institutions, to administer activities under WIOA
subtitle B
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WIOA Planning Region: Optional Factors
1) Population centers;
2) Commuting patterns;
3) Land ownership;
4) Industrial composition;
5) Location quotients;
6) Labor force conditions;
7) Geographic boundaries; and
8) Additional factors as determined by the Secretary.
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Local Workforce Development Areas:
WIOA Title I Funding
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WIOA Title I Funding: Budget Volatility
Congressional Appropriations:
 U.S. Senate: Status quo for WIOA Title I
programs
 U.S. House: Cuts between 3% and 5%
 Looks like a Continuing Resolution (CR) for the
remainder of the current Federal Fiscal Year (FFY)
 Current CR expires on Dec. 22
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WIOA Title I Funding: Budget Volatility
Sequestration:
 PAYGO Law requires OMB to cut certain programs
if legislation causes a deficit
 Tax bill is projected to cause a deficit increase of
$1.5 trillion according to CBO
 This works out to an annual average deficit
increase of $150 billion
 OMB is authorized to reduce WIOA Title I funding
under PAYGO and has in the past
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WIOA Title I Funding: Budget Volatility
Sequestration:
 Past sequestration cuts to WIA Title I program
funding:
 Tax bill is projected to cause a deficit increase of
$1.5 trillion according to CBO
 This works out to an annual average deficit
increase of $150 billion
 OMB is authorized to reduce WIOA Title I funding
under PAYGO and has in the past
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WIOA Title I Funding: Formula Volatility
PY16 vs. PY 17
Youth:
 14 States received funding cut of 10.45%
Adult:
 13 States received a funding cut of 10.45%
Dislocated Worker:
 20 States received a funding cut of 10.45%
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WIOA Title I Funding: Administrative Costs
Expenditures incurred by:
 State Board
 Local Boards
 Direct recipients (including State grant recipients
under subtitle B of title I and recipients of awards
under subtitles C and D of title I)
 Local grant recipients
 Local fiscal agents
 Local grant subrecipients
 One-stop operators
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WIOA Title I Funding: Administrative Costs
Expenditures incurred by:
 State Board
 Direct recipients (including State grant recipients
under subtitle B of title I and recipients of awards
under subtitles C and D of title I)
 Local Boards
 Local grant recipients
 Local fiscal agents
 Local grant subrecipients
 One-stop operators
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WIOA Title I Funding: Administrative Costs
Expenditures:
 Incurred in the performance of administrative
functions
 Incurred in carrying out activities under title I that
are not related to the direct provision of workforce
investment services (including services to
participants and employers)
 Including both personnel and nonpersonnel costs
 Including Both direct and indirect costs
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WIOA Title I Funding: Distribution
1) Congress appropriates funds
2) DOL distributes State allotments, using a statutory
formula
3) State receives DOL allotment


5% for State Administrative Costs



10% for Statewide Activities



For Dislocated Worker Program only, 25% for Rapid
Response

4) State distributes local area allotments
5) Local area receives allotment


10% for local area administrative costs
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17
Adult: $ 3,620,871
 State Set-Aside: $ 362,087
 State Admin: $ 181,043
 Total for Local Areas: $ 3,077,741
 Local Area Admin: $ 307,774.10
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17
Dislocated Worker: $ 4,495,013
 State Set-Aside: $ 449,501
 State Admin: $ 224,751
 Rapid Response: $ 946,172
 Total for Local Areas: $ 2,874,589
 Local Area Admin: $ 287,458.90
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17
Combined Total: $ 13,158,050
 State Set-Aside: $ 1,315,805
 State Admin: $ 657,906.50
 Rapid Response: $ 946,172
 Total for Local Areas: $ 10,238,171
 Local Area Admin: $ 1,023,817.10
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

Local Area Admin:
$ 1,023,817. 10
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

10 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 102,381. 7 0
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

5 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 204,763. 4 0
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

4 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 255,954. 2 5
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

3 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 341,272. 3 3
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

2 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 511,905. 5 0
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

5% Cut

2 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 486,313. 8 0
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

10% Cut

2 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 435,122. 2 3
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

15% Cut

2 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 486,313. 8 0
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

20% Cut

2 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 409,526. 8 0
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

25% Cut

2 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 383,931. 3 8
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

30% Cut

2 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 366,014. 5 8
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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WIOA Title I Funding: PY17

35% Cut

2 Local Areas
Avg. Admin: $ 332,740. 5 3
1) At least 1 comprehensive one-stop center
2) Local Workforce Development Board (Local Board)
3) Local Fiscal Agent
4) Local One-Stop Operator
5) Title I service providers
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Iowa Workforce Development Board

Realignment Committee
Last Updated: 6/1/2018

QUESTIONS / COMMENTS RECEIVED
REGION 1

Region 1

5/3/18
Delaware County
Board of
Supervisors

5/3/18
Pat Murray
5/3/18
Allamakee County
Board of
Supervisors
5/3/18
Fayette County
Board of
Supervisors
Region 1 Members

Questions / Comments
First and foremost, it is our understanding that the regional system was set up in the first place to allow the clients great opportunity to access the system. The federal mandates do not seem to align
with what our core values are, and should remain. By reducing the number of regions and centralizing the locations where decisions are made, we lose our ability to serve the people who need our
services the most.
With changes in regions, our unemployed citizens would have to travel to Dubuque or Decorah to a work force office. Our Board is concerned that the future of our businesses, employees and local
economy is in jeopardy if the proposed plans for less regions move forward. Our citizens deserve the opportunity to be employed, to get better jobs, and to improve their lives.
We see the potential for politics to unduly influence who is selected to provide services. While we have no experience with the people from other regions, the quality and experience of our local staff
will be compromised no matter what happens.
To keep this from being rural vs. urban, we feel that there should be no less than 6 regions, so that our citizens and businesses and industries still have a voice/presence close to work with. Maintaining
accessibility to Iowans in need of service, and focus on .employment needs in all parts of Iowa is essential.
As a member of the Region 1 CEO Board, I am strongly opposed to the proposed 2 Region Realignment. Citizens of Howard County already must travel to Dubuque to the 'one stop' regional office.
Thankfully, Decorah has a satellite office that serves our workforce needs.
A 2 Region Realignment would be a disaster for rural Iowa. Clients who need these services are the least likely to have the means to travel 80-120 miles to the nearest office.
If the goal is to make Workforce Development Services practically impossible to receive in rural Iowa, then the 2 Region Realignment is perfect.
1.
We support the eight-area proposal. This would require less travel for both program participants and board members.
2.
The Decorah office should remain open. It serves the rural areas of Northeast Iowa and provides many valuable services to program participants.
3.
We do not support the two area realignment plan. The size of the area would result in less service to rural Northeast Iowa. It would also result in less board participation from the rural areas.
We as Supervisors from Fayette County in region 1 representing the RWDB/CEO board have concerns with serving and protecting our residents if we drastically reduce the number of regions in
realignment.
While we believe our residents can be served with less than 15 regions we do not believe a drastic reduction will allow the rural residents to be served as they should be and deserve to be.
We have been told the Supervisors are to be more involved, but the number of Supervisors involved will be reduced with a reduction in regions.
We have been told the administration cost per region is to be $350,000 no matter how many regions without how the $350,00 was arrived at.
My recommendation for realignment of the Regional Workforce Boards would be NO LESS than six (6) regions. I understand we have to look at the reduction of 15 regions and going to 6 regions
would still give the rural population a voice on what happens on the regional workforce boards. It is important that this doesn’t become an urban versus rural issue. Also our unemployed and underserved
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Region 1

Questions / Comments
citizens should have the opportunity to get to a “field” office that doesn’t hinder their ability for travel and getting the one - one assistance they need. Our Iowa Workforce Development offices are so
much more than signing up for unemployment…
We understand the mandate to reduce the number of regions for cost efficiencies. This must be done in conjunction with the focus of the quality of delivery of service to the end user -- our client. So much of
the data we are sent for consideration is the unemployment by county for the state of Iowa. It has been 20 years since the “unemployment office” stigma was shed and we are blessed with the “Iowa
Works” – workforce development.
These offices assist with so many services that have little to do with unemployment; such as NCRC career readiness assessments, apprenticeship and training development, upskill training, and application
assistance. We as employers have developed training, hiring and advancement processes that include participation AND access to the Iowa Workforce centers. Should the reduction in the number of
regions correlate directly to the reduction in the number of resource centers, businesses and the clients that are being served by Iowa Works FOR the businesses will be negatively impacted. Think of
it this way: If a family is used to eating 17 meals a week, and the budget gets tight – we don’t cut our meals back to 2 per week, or 4 per week, etc. The family’s needs still need to be met, but the budget impacts the
menu and where we obtain food. The same can be said for access to one stop centers. If there is a budget issue, look at what is being offered at each location to see where economics can be improved.
We could improve delivery, collaborate secretarial/administrative duties, etc. via remote access/website connectivity; but the thought that someone from Sheldon, IA is going to make it to a workforce
center in Decorah, IA is just not realistic. Clients will decide not to utilize services, and as a result businesses will make the decision to factor that out of their programs, and none of that is good.
For the new map alignment, I would suggest as my preference the 5(b) distribution, and if possible would say map 6 to be ideal if budget could be figured out. These are far and away better than the 2
or 3 region offerings discussed earlier.
I have great concern with what may happen to our rural communities (and beyond) should it be decided that we realign our Workforce Development Boards into fewer areas. There are a couple of
reasons unemployment is low in Iowa today, one of course because of the thriving economy, but two, because of our hard-working Workforce groups who work diligently to place those workers whom
have lost their jobs due to a company closing (for example). Fewer areas within our workforce group, I fear, will send fewer staff members out working to place these same individuals in the future.
Maybe forcing the Workforce group to set criteria to choose where they can setup onsite services when a company is closing, therefore not truly serving all our people as we should. I worry that such
a realignment would also mean closing some of our One Stop Centers. And although I realize a lot of things can now be done online or over the phone for unemployed individual, I feel that human
contact is extremely important for allowing these same people to develop soft-skills for getting back into a work environment. Also given fewer areas, will make it harder for the Workforce Group to
educate businesses on all the services that are available to assist them. I fear that should we realign our areas we will see unemployment rates start to rise again.
I don’t disagree that some consolidation has to happen due to the deficits of the program. I do feel that consolidating from 15 regions down to 2 regions is drastic and will cut necessary resources and
harm the local rural offices too much. Having unemployed clients drive one or two hours to an unemployment office for training and assistance will not work. I feel that consolidating to 6 to 8 offices
could work, but local resources would still be cut. The map that I liked the most was the 6 region map. I also feel that some of the fixed costs across the board could be cut by sharing board support
and Service Provider Admin support across regions. So overall, I feel the regions should be consolidated to 6 to 8 regions where some of the admin costs could be shared across regions. Thanks
In the breakdown of Administrative Costs on page 3 of the Realignment Committee Framework, you show $350,000 as the total cost per local area per year, but there is no explanation for each item
and no indication on how these numbers were derived.
$100,000 for Independent Board Support - we currently pay about $3,000 annually in our region for this service. Why is there such a big discrepancy? Is there a job description available that outlines
what is specifically required of this position? Would there be an opportunity for this person to serve multiple regions so the cost could be shared and significantly lowered for each region? How was
this amount calculated? $100,000 for One-Stop Operator - Is there any description on what is required of this role to justify the cost? Would there be an opportunity for this person to serve multiple
regions so the cost could be shared and significantly lowered for each region? How was this amount calculated? $20,000 for Local Board Operations - we have consistently allocated less than $5,000
annually in our region for this service. Why is your estimate so much higher? How was this amount calculated? $30,000 Local Fiscal Agent - Is there any explanation for what is required to justify this
cost? How was this amount calculated? $50,000 WIOA Title I Youth Service Provider - Is there any explanation for what is required to justify this cost? How was this amount calculated?
$50,000 WIOA Title I Adult and DW Service Provider - Is there any explanation for what is required to justify this cost? How was this amount calculated?
These costs appear to be extremely inflated; more realistic figures along with possible shared costs would definitely lend credibility for a significant increase in the numbers of regions being proposed.
Why does it appear that WIOA Title I is responsible for the entire $350,000 in Administrative Costs? TEGL 17-16 states that all one-stop partner programs must contribute to the infrastructure costs
and certain additional costs of the onestop delivery system based on their proportionate use. Therefore, shouldn't these costs be shared among the partners? What are WIOA Titles II, III, and IV
currently contributing in Iowa? IWD is allowed to keep a maximum 15% of each program budget for state set aside when the WIOA Title I Adult, DW, and Youth funds are received by the state. What
are these funds currently being used for and what is the anticipated use in the future? Couldn't some of these set-aside funds be allocated to cover a significant portion of these Administrative Costs?
The Criteria for Local Area Designation on page 4 of the Realignment Committee Framework indicates that WIOA identifies that labor market areas and economic development areas should be
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considered when making this decision. The two region plan that you are proposing does not appear to account for either of these factors. It would be much more effective to look at combining some
of the economic development regions in Iowa which are very closely aligned with the
current labor market areas, community college boundaries, and workforce regions in our state? The Maintain Local Input on page 5 of the Realignment Committee Framework indicates that the current
RWDB and CEO boards would serve as advisory boards under the RWDB and CEO board for the new two-region realignment being proposed. In that role, advisory board members would have very
limited influence since they would not have an actual vote on any issues within the new region. In our region, the CEO board contains a representative from each of our counties. Therefore, every
county has a vote that matters and
the rural counties have a much larger influence on the decisions than the urban county. How will your new regional structure ensure that rural areas don't get left out regarding the workforce services
that their residents need and deserve? When Local Area Agencies on Aging were reduced to six a few years ago in Iowa, they tried something similar by transitioning the previous board members into
advisory board members with no meaningful role in determining the services that are provided or how the money is spent in the new area which created a negative impact in the rural areas of our state.
WIOA legislation requires that states have at least one One-Stop Center in each local area. Therefore, Iowa is currently required to have 15 One-Stop Centers due to 15 regions at the present time.
What is the plan for the future number of One-Stops in Iowa? How could a reduction in the number of local areas potentially impact the four IowaWORKS Satellite offices and the IowaWORKS
Expansion offices listed on the IWD website?
While it may make sense for some of the current regions to combine, consideration must be given to the travel required for customers (job seekers and employers) to access services at their nearest
IowaWORKS office, as well as, board members to participate in meaningful discussions. Low-income individuals, public assistance recipients, and dislocated workers do not have the resources to drive
long distances for necessary services and, unfortunately, electronic access only is not sufficient to meet their needs.
The U.S. Department of Labor has mandated the realignment of Iowa’s local workforce development areas. However, the State of Iowa, as discretion in how to make those alignments. Any consideration
for realignment needs to maintain its focus on the many groups it is designed to serve: displaced workers, individuals seeking employment, individuals with disabilities that are seeking employment and
businesses and industries that are recruiting skilled and non-skilled labor. Obviously too great a reduction in areas or field offices will adversely impact the very people that Iowa Work Force Development
is designed to help.
REGION 3 / 4

Region 3 / 4
3/22/18
Susan Golwitzer

Questions / Comments
I am on the RWDB for Iowa Region 3&4 representing Business for the largest county in Iowa, Kossuth.
Today at our meeting in Spencer Iowa, which I drive 65 miles to attend, we discussed this re-zoning that is being considered by officials that do not understand the areas affected by the proposed
changes.
At the current time, we as a working, active board, are considered a very viable part of the area. Our office works with business, individuals, colleges, and several entities to provide Iowans the best
opportunity to better their lives.
Under your current proposal, you are looking to move those services even further away from those entities that need these and use these services. We discussed today how a business in the area, who
without the direct interaction from our area service agency and people in Spencer, would have moved their developing organization out of Iowa. Is this what we want? As we try and grow Iowa?
Right now today, as I sat in our board room, with the widows facing the street, I saw many people entering and leaving the offices after receiving help. Although I did not take a survey, I was amazed at
the amount of different individuals I saw coming and going. You need to understand that in Rural Iowa, since the demise of the local offices in every town, these sparsely located offices are critical to the
survival and education and EMPLOYMENT of our people in our state. The services are so needed.
You can see by our low unemployment numbers that something works, and it is us, the local area offices that makes the difference.
As an HR Manager I can tell you that these local services provide the training needed to ensure we have at least a workforce that is willing to learn, and the skillset to understand the work ethic needed
to move forward.
We do not have the luxury nor do the people served by our local office, of public transportation, or being able to walk to an office, but need to rely on whatever way they can to get to an office. This
is critical, look at the numbers served, by our region and our services, and if anything use our Region 3&4 as a vision for others to pattern after, not to try and consolidate and make us more sparse and
our resources to help others less and less.
Is the vision of the work force in Iowa to really divide us in half and make our sources more difficult for employers and people and potential employees? Or to help employers and employees in Iowa?
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As vice-chair of the Region 3/4 RWDB I thought I’d submit the minutes from our conversation at our January 25, 2018 meeting concerning this issue. We believe it is important to have this conversation
entered into the public record associated with this realignment effort.
Region 3 & 4 Chief Elected Official Board and Regional Workforce Development Board Combined Meeting - Thursday, January 25, 2018 - 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m, Governmental Services Center, 217
West 5th Street, Spencer Room B
RWDB Members Present: Jason Anderson, Reva Arends, Lee Beem, Mike Carlson, Janet Dykstra, Susan Golwitzer, Linda Gray, Kristin Hanson, Rhonda Jager-Pippy, Tim Kinnetz, Lori Kolbeck, Diane
Nelsen, Vernon Nelson, Scott Rettey, Mike Schulte, Ranae Sipma, Carrie Turnquist, Kenneth Vande Brake, Benjamin VanDonge, Gregory Ver Steeg, Lisa Washington / RWDB Members Excused Absence:
Kiley Miller, Dave Swanson / CEO Members Present: Dale Arends, Roger Faulstick, Arlyn Kleinwolterink, Merle Koedam, Mike Schulte, John Steensma, Pam Wymore / CEO Member Absent: Barry
Anderson / CEO Members Excused Absence: Pam Jordan, Tim Schumacher
12. Update on Realignment Committee meetings held in December and January
Val - participated through phone on the committee meetings that have been held so far. The November minutes are in the packet. Thanks to Michael for the meeting minutes. At the meeting on
December 6th basically three region structures were presented to the committee. The three scenarios were four regions, three regions, and two regions. They indicated the only scenario they could
really afford was the two region scenario. This is not a “yes” committee – there is a great deal of discussion and the committee is very interested and engaged and wanting to do the right thing, with
considerations of the citizens of Iowa. IWD continues to state that no offices will close, and at this time no staff will be displaced. However, it has been pointed out to the committee that if they move
to a two region certified One-Stop, it makes it easier to close offices. Even though closing the offices isn’t a consideration now, future budget constraints may influence that. Committee asked to see
maps of 6, 7, or 8 region scenarios. Next meeting is set for February 9th from 12 to 2pm. Val will send call information out to everyone so anyone can listen in.
Rosie - State board will be meeting quarterly because committee won’t have a recommendation in place by February or March. Want to hear what people are thinking, and what will happen with
currently existing boards. Other boards could exist under new regional boards, but committee is concerned that people will be lost.
Question – If you’re going to large regions but keeping small groups active, where is the financial savings?
Rosie: That’s the question – because no cost will be assigned to this. DOL said that all the money really needs to come to the region, and then have someone in the region to put that money out. What
would 2 regions look like? Current maps strictly divided by population and money. Rosie: The committee was not impressed with that map. As Ben said in our last meeting, is it really going to be a
cost savings, or are we just shifting how we spend the money? If you hire fulltime board support those dollars will get spent, where we have a more conservative spending habit locally. That scenario
really needs to be looked at of how money will be saved.
Janet – we’ve asked to see how the new plan will save money. We need to see a comparison.
Lee– it seems like their one concern is saving dollars, but are they going to?
Diane – Feels like she has a good grasp of this area of the state, particularly education, but views are totally different than what Des Moines area schools see. These vast differences in needs of population,
or what’s happening in the area, would be very different and puts us at a disadvantage because we’ll have a different perspective. Metro area doesn’t understand rural Iowa, it’s like we’re a foreign
country. It doesn’t serve any of the rural areas to put Polk county in a region with any of us.
Rosie – Senator Bill Dotlzer suggested that Polk be separate
Val – a lot of push back about rural voice and concern that the rural voice is being heard. Thankful that they’re willing to consider having a local board meet, but it will probably be advisory rather than
having an actual vote.
Diane - How long of an advisory group existence does it take for someone to decide it is no longer needed?
Rosie – I don’t think 2 regions will realistically be considered. As hard as the decision is, it will be the implementation that will be key. The decision is really just the first baby step.
Lee – all the changes we’ve made through the years have worked, simply because of the input at the local level.
Rosie – whatever is decided, don’t stop talking don’t stop pushing. This is the board’s decision, but implementation is going to happen locally and regionally.
Diane - hard to imagine how it will run, without any guidance as to what the committee is thinking for representation
Janet – what if this was tracked more in terms of performance instead of just numbers? Conversation – group agrees, success rate rather than just quantity. Look at unemployment for our area compared
to rest of the state.
As a CEO member of WIOA Region 3 / 4 Board I am very concerned about the proposed realignment of the state of Iowa WIOA Regions. Region 3 / 4 has a very engaged local board who will no
longer have any authority to make decisions regarding Northwest Iowa. The new proposal is to establish advisory boards. Most advisory boards soon lose their commitment when they realize they may
or may not be heard and have no authority. How were the costs regarding the new regions determined? Region 3 / 4 currently spends about $3000 a year on board support. The new proposal has
budgeted $100,000 for an administrative position for board support, this seems excessive when compared to Region 3 / 4 costs. How will these positions be funded in compliance with the DOL? The
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WIOA legislation requires workforce regions be consistent with local labor shed areas, and have common economic development area. How do labor shed areas align with the larger areas suggested?
Reducing workforce service regions to two or three regions diminishes the efforts to accomplish the goals of Future Ready Iowa. What steps are being taken to ensure an ongoing basic level of services
and access? Currently there are no plans to close workforce offices but realigning to fewer regions would give the state the power to close offices. Rural Iowa communities, such as mine, has seen the
closing of local offices of both Iowa Workforce and DHS forcing our citizens to travel over an hour for services. The suggested remedy is to access services on line with computers while these are the
very people needing training on computers. At the very least, Iowa needs four Workforce Regions, five or six would be better. As Iowans we have many things in common but are also unique in our
areas and communities. Having lived in southwest Iowa in a larger community for 26 years and now 44 years in a small rural community in northwest Iowa, I have personally observed the differences. I
feel that lumping all of Iowa into two regions would not benefit the future of Iowa and our job markets.
I am a Chief Elected Official of Region 3 & 4 who has served in this capacity for over 10 years. In that time, Workforce Development Boards have undergone many changes in organization and
management. The first draft of the current realignment proposal has many flaws and I express some thoughts of our Board as to why we think so. The proposed plan for a two-region configuration
statewide ignores several requirements of the USDOL for realignment of WIOA regions:
1)
TEGL 27-14 requires workforce regions to be consistent with local labor shed areas and have a common economic development area. There are no elements of the plan that address this.
2)
Two workforce regions statewide would leave Iowa with the fewest workforce regions among mid-western states. There is no evidence or model for how this would work. The complexities
of the past few years of local boards integrating new partners (e.g. Department of the Blind, etc.) has been challenging enough due to vast distances and territories. Two- region logistics would be even
more unworkable, making services farther and farther away from hard-to-reach, non-technical potential labor populations.
3)
In addition, to reach Future Ready Iowa goal by 2025, the largest segment of the targeted population (51,300) to be reached are adults age 25 or older with no recognized post-secondary
education. This group makes up 68% of the Targeted Future Ready population. This group requires intense and consistent one-on-one, multi-partner assistance. Transportation is a critical factor in rural
Iowa. Creating vast geographical regions would negate efforts to accomplish the goals of Future Ready Iowa.
4)
DOL requires all partners who participate in the workforce system to contribute to infrastructure costs which can include one stop operator and board support. Not factoring in WIOA Title
2, 3 and 4 as contributing funds skews your budget from the start. Shouldn’t this requirement be addressed in any plan to prevent issues later with DOL monitoring? Including these funds makes smaller
regions possible. Rural areas have an admirable history of efficiently sharing costs and resources for optimum outcomes. In fact, Region 3&4 is a model for the state in this regard.
5)
The creation of Advisory Boards to make up for lack of power in decision-making by only two regional boards, was met with extreme skepticism by my Board, many of whom had been through
such shams with other boards. Furthermore, the whole concept of Regionalism sent a collective shudder through them all as all counties are continuously grappling with the grim realities of the
regionalization of Mental Health and the Department of Human Services. The people suffer.
In conclusion, I believe the consensus among my Board members was to support minimum reductions in regional configurations as can be accomplished within the DOL guidelines and cooperative
partner funding
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Region 5's core and local partners have done a great job working together in order to help out members of the community. We wanted to showcase a few of the recent success stories that display how
local control is so valuable not only the client, but the businesses in our region. Harold is a 62 year old male who began coming to the lowaWorks office in Fort Dodge on January 3, ct_ He is living in
the Fort Dodge Residential Facility after spending nearly half his life in the correctional system. He had many barriers to overcome to find employment with the most significant being the type of offense
on his record. From the beginning, he showed his commitment to turning his life around and finding employment. On that first day he spent 5 hours in the office creating his resume, searching for jobs
and meeting with staff. He was very open and honest with staff members concerning his past. We discussed his barriers and started putting together a plan for him to find a career. Harold took to heart
the term "finding a job is a fulltime job". It wasn't unusual for him to come to the office 5 to 7 hours each and every day to look for work. He has a background in animal care., and while in prison he
also earned certifications in metal finishing and janitorial services. While in the office he wanted to benefit from all the resources that were available. One of the first things he did was take the National
Career Readiness Certificate assessment, and he was extremely proud of the certificate he earned. Harold also worked with the PACE/GAP staff and took a week-long class in which he earned safety
certification. As Harold continued his job search without any success it was not unusual for all office staff, including core partners, to spend the morning meetings bouncing ideas off of each other to
come up with additional ways to assist him. During the three month period he visited the center he researched countless employers and completed nearly 90 applications. He kept getting rejection after
rejection and every time our staff heard him say each rejection just makes him stronger and makes him want to work even harder. There were days however when everyone in the office could tell he
was getting down and made sure they offered him encouragement. He often said the support and encouragement were the only things that got him through the day. On March 27th he had an interview
with Seaboard Foods in Iowa Falls. Within three hours, he received a call from them telling him they were very impressed with his skills and honesty during the interview. They offered him a job in the
Hubbard area working in a wean to finish hog operation, which was exactly the type of job he wanted all along. He will start out making $2,800 to $3,000 per month. When he came to the office to let
us know about the job offer he said, "There are people out there who say they will help but they really don't. Everyone in this office is remarkable and truly helped me. There were a few days when I
was ready to tell them to just send me back to prison but the support I received here kept me from doing that." Jen Liddell heard about the Integrated Manufacturing Advancement Program (I-MAP),
one of the career pathways created with the help of local input, and was instantly intrigued, she knew in order to support her family, she was going to have to make some life changes. Jen did extremely
well throughout class. During the last week, mock interviews were given by the Title I and PACE/GAP staff. The last day of class is career day where local businesses come share about opportunities in
their company and perform interviews. She was encouraged to fill out an application at Chantland. Jen was given the chance to come in for an interview, she was offered a Drilling and Tapping position
at Chantland's south plan, and started February 5th! The I-MAP instructors were very happy for Jen because she worked hard and was one of a few students to go above and beyond our expectations
for class. Jen is now employed full time and is currently continuing on her career path by taking the Beginning Welding certificate program through Iowa Central Community College. Jen wen! from an
entry level position in the food service industry to a career in manufacturing where she can support her family. Heath Bass was interested in completing his HiSED and pursuing a career path that would
help support his family. Through the partnership that was created with Title I and Title II, a two day orientation was created. During this event, one of the career navigators talked about the resources
students can receive while pursuing more education. Making the personal connection with the navigator, Heath learned about the Beginning Welding certificate. Heath showed immediate interest He
had previous experience welding but was unable to find employment because he wasn't certified, Heath was concerned he wouldn't be about to attend due to financial reasons, He had a household of
4 to support and wasn't currently working in order to concentrate on his HiSED, After completing the application process, he was approved for the GAP program to cover the cost of tuition and PACE
for the transportation cost In June, Heath will have completed the HiSED' and be certified in welding. The education he will have received will open many career opportunities, without programs like
Adult Education, Title I, PACE, and GAP, he would be limited to working entry level jobs barely making ends meet for him and his family. These are just a few of the many success stories Region 5 has
to share. Many of these students would not have been as successful without the one-on-one attention they each received. Expanding the regions in order to save some money is not the goal the state
should have, the goal is to help clients enter the workforce with a new-found confidence level. The personal attention Region S's core partners, local partners, businesses, and education providers is
outstanding, One phone call to one of the local contacts can chance a person's life in a matter of minutes.
The Region 5 Workforce Development Board is writing regarding your proposal to realign the regions around the state. With customers being the number one priority, reducing the number of regions
in the state causes many concerns for us. Employer engagement is a core function of a Local Workforce Development Board. Since the transition to the new board matrix, Region 5 Workforce
Development Board has developed a much stronger board with employers that are highly engaged and see the impact that a local board can provide in terms of developing and delivering practices that
meet the needs of businesses and job seekers in the local area. Engaged employers and WIOA core partners have the ability to help solve local workforce issues and research new & effective solutions
to make the communities and businesses grow. Another primary function of the Local Workforce Development Board is the development of career pathways. Local relationships, knowledge, and
control is what drives the success of these pathways. Education providers, businesses & WIOA partner staff in Region 5 have worked together to create a variety of opportunities for those needing to
upskill or re-enter the workforce. Having a close partnership between all and without the insight of local businesses, these career pathways would not have been developed that met the specific needs
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of the local area. Below are a few of the pathways that have been implemented and have proven successful. A local business, who is a board member, shared insight into how valuable these classes have
been in developing skills for potential employees.
•
Basic Safety
•
Beginning Computers
•
Beginning Welding
•
Certified Nurse Aide
•
I-MAP (Integrated Manufacturing Advancement Program)
•
Novice Computers
•
Workplace Readiness
A suggestion of the realignment committee was to reduce the number of regions to two and to turn local boards into advisory boards. This would take away all decision making power from the local
areas. Advisory boards do not have the same effect and meaning. Businesses are not going to volunteer to sit on a board where they see no positive impact coming back to their areas. Rural areas
around the state will not be heard. The businesses will not have the qualified job seekers that are needed. The more layers in the process of opinion will lead to the local areas having no voice, and
advisory boards will lose their effectiveness. By only having two regions, there will no longer be input at the local level into the services that meet the unique needs of each area, and there is a concern
that the voices of rural areas will not be heard when combined with larger, more metropolitan areas. There needs to be equal representation of people in order to enhance the local workforce areas.
Large employers do not have the same needs as small businesses. Small businesses struggle to get started and by taking that voice away, some businesses may not be able to continue. Local boards are
also responsible for ensuring that a local plan and MOU are developed. These identify how the core partners within the region will work collaboratively to deliver services that meet the needs of job
seekers and employers. Local processes were developed that meet the specific needs of this area. Being able to implement this requires that the local board and core partners have a strong understanding
of the needs of the area and close communication. With this, Region 5 was able to develop specific strategies that were implemented to break down some of the barriers our target demographic were
facing. Transportation and daycare are two huge obstacles many of our clients face. With the collaboration of the core partners and the board members, Region 5 was able to help eliminate some of
the stress that goes along with these barriers. Being able to convene local stakeholders is crucial to local workforce boards and bring necessary stakeholders to the table. In Region 5, an example of this
is a developing relationship with the prison, with a focus on creating partnerships to meet the needs of those re-entering the workforce. Prison employees have shared information about the success of
their apprenticeship programs, which will assist in skill development for local employment needs. The four core WIOA partners have worked together to help implement strategies that will connect
the clients and businesses.
•
Monthly Core Partner Meetings
•
Business Services Team
•
Referral System
The Business Services Team has helped unify the message of the core partners. This team has helped streamline all activities that are available in our region. The partners also actively engaged in an
Educator & Employer Summit to discuss how to educate the younger generation on the opportunities the local area has developed. Without these locally based learning opportunities, the voice of the
smaller communities will not be heard. Along with the great communication our partners have, the referral system that was implemented has become a great success tool. The core partners are all
within walking distance of each other. Many of the clients Region 5 have become co-enrolled in programs and have been able to take advantage of many resources that may have been missed previously.
The core partners are in constant communication about clients and ways to better our programs.
The Realignment Committee has stated that they attempted to maximize services to Iowans and input at the local level. It is understood that the number of regions does need to decrease. The best
solution in order to maintain a voice would be four regions. With this alignment, most of the territories would match up with all 4 WIOA Core partners, as well as the community college boundaries.
These four boundaries would take into account similar LMI patterns. Each corner of the state has similar industry growth. The northwest corner of the state is in need of supporting the healthcare,
manufacturing, and transportation industries. Although there are many other industries we support, Region 5, along with others, have a gap to fill in these sectors.
Keeping regions smaller and local allows customers to be more personable. A person searching for a better path is looking for a mentor, not someone who is going through the motions. Having the
personal support from the staff can occasionally be the only support one of our clients might be getting. With the connections 1n our region, many barriers can be addressed and broken with a simple
phone call and collaboration. Making these regions larger is only going to take away from the personal touch. For example, there was a student who recently was interested in taking a short term
certificate program. Not having much money, the student was not going to be able to make it to class. With the programs policy, transportation reimbursement couldn't be dispersed without attendance
sheets. Calling on a local partnership, our staff was able to get transportation assistance within a few hours of the student disclosing the barrier. What currently is a somewhat simple solution will turn
into a lost, frustrated student with larger regions. Watching a customer grow, become confident, and passionate about their career field is what our partnerships strive for. Recently, a student was
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enrolled in HiSED. Title I and Title II work together on an orientation every new session. During orientation, this student was encouraged by the support that was being given every step of the way.
After completing HiSED and taking some of the workshops that are offered at the One-Stop, this student decided It was time to continue on a career path. This student has been doing great and almost
has completed the first year of the degree. Next May, they will receive their diploma. This student's life completely changed when walking into HiSED and realized there is help out there if a person is
willing to seek it. Region 5 sincerely hopes you take into consideration how local control is valuable to the customers, who are the number one priority. It's hard enough for a person to ask for help,
but keeping the friendly faces of the community helps a person in need. Knowing they aren't just a number and have several people in their corner rooting for {hem can be a game changer. The businesses,
employers, and education providers have done a great job creating a system that has worked.
REGION 6

Region 6
4/25/18
Cindy Litwiller

Questions / Comments
Examining all the information provided, the map that makes the most sense is Map 5A. Other proposed maps have too large of regions or the regions are too extensive from the northern to southern
border i.e. Region 1 on 4B and Region 5 on 5B. Map 6 is the most ideal but if it won’t cash flow, I don’t see that happening. There are very significant concerns with results of this attempted restructuring.
Workforce is a priority. But I believe that all this will do is create more issues and severely impact those individuals that we are trying to serve.
REGION 7

Region 7
4/27/18
Deborah Collett

Questions / Comments
As a volunteer board member of the Region 7 Workforce Development Board since appointment in 1997, I have had the opportunity to participate in the original needs assessment process, the various
updates to the strategic plans and have experienced numerous changes in direction and even name changes for this Regional Workforce Board. The recent federal DOL review findings and the need
for realignment to achieve compliance have been the topic of discussion and concern for some time at our local RWDB board meetings. Following our RWDB meeting yesterday, I was authorized to
send these comments on behalf of the Region 7 RWDB.
Region 7 was fortunate to have members and staff that have allowed us to be a top performer in compliance with our mandate. Often “best practices” reported in state or national publications have
been developed in our Region. We have been an excellent steward of the funding that our region has been awarded for decades. However, as the world is now a different place and the funding available
to assist Iowans in various programs ebbs and flows, the direction to stream-line operations is understandable. Having said that, this will be a chaotic period in our history of delivery of workforce
programs and ultimately it will be our participants and/or consumers that will suffer the most. Our written comments to the Realignment Committee are as follows:
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Meet all WIOA Requirements. Establish new Local Areas:
After considering the proposed local maps, it is our recommendation that a larger number of areas would be the most favorable. Our preference would be for no fewer than 6 Local Areas of less than
20 counties each. With the number of factors to be considered, it becomes overwhelming to consider all the details involved in making this paradigm shift. However, I am confident once the decision
is made and the plan put in place, adjustments can be made to address inequities or unforeseen consequences.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Maintain local input:
The State Board is composed the 26 members representative of all areas of the state. The proposed Local Boards will be composed of members representative of the local areas they serve. As a
RWDB board, we are opposed to requiring the new Local Boards to have the responsibility to establish advisory committees in each of the current 15 service delivery areas. It was a difficult enough
task to find local volunteers to participate at the decision making RWDB board level. The information funnel idea sounds good to anyone who hasn’t tried to implement it. The reality is that it doesn’t
work because the “committee advisors” quickly see they have no meaningful role to play other than to fill a slot on a list. The Local Boards, as unpaid volunteers, are going to be with enough on their
plate without this additional redundant bureaucratic burden.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Maintain access to services:
The priority is to maintain access for Iowans who need these services. From all the information we’ve read, it appears that this is an area of agreement. The current structure of IowaWORKS field
offices was the result of a significant effort to downsize just recently. Our board does not support closing any more offices due to the various issues for those who need in person services.
Local Workforce Development Board Functions Summary:
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The Local Workforce Development Board Functions Summary indicates some new elements such employer engagement, developing “linkages with employers” and establishment of industry and sector
partnerships. This is a new vision for what that independent Local Board staff will be responsible for. Generally, all the other things listed are familiar to RWDB’s. The other new area is the responsibility
to “hire independent staff.” This introduces some areas of concern and the exposure of now becoming an “employer” in Iowa. That’s probably why only one of the 15 areas hired a full time staff.
Area Requirements and Model Budget:
The Model Budget appears to be well thought out. There might be other funding sources from the state or local areas to be considered. However, ability to hire the independent staff will vary widely
depending on the wage rates of a given metro vs rural area and for the skills level needed. At this time of very low unemployment, it’s been my experience that finding skilled employees, who will need
to be very efficient in getting done all that’s required of them, may be a challenge.
Who hires, fires and supervises “the staff” for the Local Board operations or the Local Board staff? How would each board protect its members from individual liability, when the local boards assume
these human resources responsibilities? Where would the liability insurance, health coverage and other benefits funding come from? While I’m certain this must have been addressed during committee
discussions, if contracting for staff, the staffing costs for hiring through a contractor were not part of the model budget proposed.
Region 7 supports the effort of Iowa Workforce Developments Realignment Committee in its effort to make responsible decisions regarding area configuration and to make a recommendation that
allows for compliance with all WIOA administrative agencies and government legislation. We are hopeful that you can find a successful way to realign our workforce boards and increase our efforts to
provide high quality services to our most in-need at the local level in the most cost effective way. To this point RWDB’s have had little opportunity to participate in this process.
Region 7 looks forward to being involved in whatever meaningful way possible to assist with this undertaking. Thank you for providing this opportunity to express our comments.
The Region7 Chief Elected Official (CEO) Board wants to thank the Realignment Committee for their work to realign workforce development areas in order to comply with the US Department of
Labor findings. Our Board does, however, have questions and concerns on how the needs of our residents will be met and how we can maintain local input and oversight of services with the proposed
Plan.
Our primary concern is to ensure that residents in our Region have access to services. While the State may not be able to continue with the current 15 local workforce areas, we think it’s important
to maintain as many areas as possible. Reducing service areas to two or three in the State diminishes the efforts to accomplish a Future Ready workforce and will not adequately ensure that quality
workforce services are provided in rural areas. Depending on the demographics, laborsheds, and commuting patterns, we feel there may be alternative options to address sharing administrative staff,
costs, and services while maintaining local governance and oversight.
To ensure that workforce activities meet the needs of employers and job seekers and support economic growth in all regions, communication and collaboration with employers and service providers
are necessary. Our Board believes that it’s critically important to keep IowaWorks field offices open to ensure all Iowans have access to services.
For years, we have found it difficult to recruit and maintain business partners to our Boards and to now relegate them to serve as advisory board members or standing committees is not in anyone’s
best interest. To truly have well-functioning and purposing boards that are committed to workforce development efforts, RWD and CEO Boards must have the ability to make decisions that will impact
their local areas. Our Board does not feel the proposed advisory committee structure would ensure that vital local input continues.
Thank you for working on this important realignment initiative on our behalf. We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments by May 4, 2018. As we all know, workforce development programs
and services are critical to the growth of our Region and the State of Iowa. We need the best possible option for long-term success.
REGION 9

Region 9
4/12/18
Dawn R. Smith
4/12/18
Jon Bell
5/2/18
Region 9 RWIB

Questions / Comments
We the Cedar County Board of Supervisors understand that there is a need for more efficiency in the State. We also understand how some expenses could be shared between regions. However, we
are opposed to the State Committee recommendation going to two regions as that doesn't reflect our workforce or labor shed. This would also be very restrictive to work under those circumstances.
I, as a Cedar County Board of Supervisor, understand that there is a need for more efficiency in the State. I also understand how some expenses could be shared between regions. However, I am
opposed to the State Committee recommendation going to two regions as that doesn't reflect our workforce or labor shed. This would also be very restrictive to work under those circumstances.
First and foremost, it is our understanding that the regional system was set up in the first place to allow the clients greater opportunity to access the system. The federal mandates do not seem to align
with than what our core values are and should be. By reducing the number of regions and centralizing the locations where decisions are made, we will lose our ability to serve the people who need our
services the most. In addition, we see the potential for politics to unduly influence who is selected to provide services. And, while we have no experience with the people from other regions, the quality
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and expertise of our local staff will be compromised no matter what happens. We can't see any positive benefits that could come from combining our region with other counties such as Johnson, Linn
or Dubuque Counties.
We sincerely hope that the final regionalization ends up with the maximum number of regions that is economically feasible. Regardless of the final regionalization plan, we believe it is imperative to retain
Davenport as the central office for the new region.
Below are some comments from the Region 9 Regional Workforce Investment Board:
"I believe it will be hard to maintain Business Representatives on Regional Boards even if they go to Four or Six Regions. It is always a challenge to keep Business Representative seats filled on the Local
Board and if they have to travel very far to attend meetings, I see where there could be a problem.
"Making the current Regional Boards as Affiliate Boards with no powers in making decisions will never work in my opinion. I cannot foresee many individuals wanting to attend meetings just to be briefed
on what the Regional Boards have decided. In situations when Affiliate Boards make suggestions to the Regional Board for actions they would like to see implemented in their respective areas, those
ideas may or may not be approved and action taken on by the Regional Board. "
-John Tuthill, Region 9 Regional Workforce Development Board Member
"There should be no less than four regions in order to maintain accessibility to Iowans in need of service and ensure that Title I is used to concentrate on the employment needs in all parts of Iowa.
Regions must be formed so that each area includes a mix of educational and training centers. One certified One Stop per region is not adequate if there are less than four regions."
- Eugene Rome, Region 9 Regional Workforce Development Board Member
"I see nothing in the proposal that indicates how this "realignment" will improve services to unemployed/dislocated Iowans.
"I am very concerned that our local workforce issues/needs will be lost when we are grouped into a large region with different challenges and employment base.
"I fail to understand how adding a "governance coordinator" position in Des Moines will get more $$ to those in need, seems like yet another needless layer of government.
"There is no substitute for face to face discussion of issues. The logistic challenges of larger regions will be huge, I doubt we will get the volunteer participation we have today. This will diminish the
effectiveness of our local efforts to help people access needed training and find meaningful employment. "This push to another layer of consolidation is contrary to Iowa's home rule philosophy. We will
take an already difficult to maneuver process and make it more challenging for the job seekers. "
- Jeff Sorenson, Region 9 CEO, Muscatine County
"It is imperative that the local funding formula remain in fact moving forward. Local areas should continue to receive allocations based on the formula, despite a decrease in the number of regions. The
formula is designed to target dollars where they are most needed and align with population and local workforce needs. Our region is committed to serving customers, and meeting local workforce
needs. In order to do this, we must have consistent and equitable funding. "
- John J. Willey, CEO Chair, Region 9, Jackson County
It is my understanding that the number of IWD regions could be reduced from the current fifteen (15) to only two (2) regions statewide. In my opinion, this would be a tremendous mistake. There are
tremendous differences across the state, not only in workforce needs, but also population centers.
Regionalization seems to be the key word for many of our services in Iowa, for example mental health and services for seniors. And, now, we look at reducing the number of regions providing services
to our citizens in need of the variety of opportunities provided at our Davenport WIOA office.
Finances are always a major part of making decisions and, with the current funding streams, I can understand the need for a reduction from the current fifteen (15) regions. I believe there should be a
minimum of four (4) regions but six (6) would be preferable.
Accessibility also plays a role in my recommendation. Although Iowa is not the biggest state in the union, traveling for needed services is yet another obstacle for our citizens who are already struggling.
I understand that the rules would require only a single "One-Stop Center" per region. That does not seem very realistic, especially with only two (2) regions.
Region 9 does a great job of serving the needs in our area. We have a history with our workforce training partnerships, which are essential in serving this population. These programs can only be
accomplished if the funding formula is adequate to carry on the WIOA mission.
We need to maintain opportunities in the rural areas of lowa. They need to be available to all Iowans.
I have served on the Region 9 Workforce Board for over twelve (12) years and have witnessed the dedication of the staff and the board. When you consider the fact that board members volunteer the
time and expense to attend the local meetings, I am concerned that the additional travel distance would have a detrimental effect on participation on the Regional boards or an advisory board.
Thank you for taking the time to review my thoughts. My fellow Jackson County Supervisors agree with my message to those who will ultimately make this extremely important decision.
As I understand, it is reasonable to reduce the regions done to 4 or 5; with just 2 regions, many areas will be underserved.
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It is utmost important that the funding obtained by the current formula be retained and those funds funneled down to the local programs and clients. Keeping the regions as small as possible will assist
in this request as well as better serve our local clients.
In closing, please keep the number of regions to at least 4 to 5, and insure that the funding continues to our local Title 1 program to help those that the most help finding employment.
The Scott County Board of Supervisors has been made aware of The Department of Labor’s review of Iowa Workforce Development (IWD). We understand the impact of the findings related to Title
I – Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA), including the recommendation to move from 15 regions across the state to two regions. If the State of Iowa is forced to realign to two
workforce regions it would leave Iowa with the fewest workforce regions of any mid-west state. We feel it is important to maintain local interest and control in these issues.
Local WIOA and workforce training program partnerships are essential to serve the Scott County population. Local boards serve the purpose of representing the labor shed and having manageable
areas for these partnerships is critical. As the State of Iowa works to reach the Future Ready Iowa goal by 2025 it is essential to have local partnerships. If a larger region is created, these partnerships
will suffer making it difficult to align the labor shed areas and serve our citizens.
We want to encourage any future regions be as small as possible to ensure that job seekers in Scott County are served in the best way possible. We would like to see that the current Title I formula
be retained and used to carry funds to local programs and local customers with local priorities. We would like to be assured that Scott County’s most at risk and vulnerable citizens will not be left
without support.
This letter is in support of the many letters, comments and concerns expressed by our partnered counties that make up Region 9 (Clinton, Jackson, Muscatine, and Scott) as it relates to the proposed
reduction of the number of regions, the consolidation of other regions, and the centralization of policy decisions outside of our respective regions. Again, I concur with the conclusion that such an
expansion would only dilute the synergies and collaborative nature of those who currently make up region 9’s present membership.
Additionally, I also share in the belief that by expanding the current Board to include the proposed consolidation of additional counties, the synergies and collaborative energies that presently exist under
the current system will be supplanted with political positioning and maneuvering thereby resulting in a loss of the very collaborative spirit, the vested trust, and the working environment we have long
worked to build and maintain.
We ask that you genuinely take these concerns into consideration when making your decision to fix what we firmly believe isn’t broke but works to the mutual benefit of all of our partners in Region 9,
and I suspect throughout the entire system as well.
REGION 10

Region 10
4/26/18
Julie Perez
5/1/18
Marcel Kielkucki

Questions / Comments
I’m a long time member of the Region 10 Workforce Development Board. I’m writing to encourage you to conduct more research and gather more input on the topic of the region structure. Specifically,
I have concerns about moving forward with a two region plan for our state. This proposal does not seem to align with Governor Reynold’s top legislative priority of upgrading Iowan’s workforce skills.
There seem be to a significant number of unanswered questions regarding how adequate services can be provided with only two regions. Those questions should be addressed before a decision is
made.
Dear members of the State Workforce Board,
Thank you for your work and efforts to help Iowa become compliant with the rules and regulations of WIOA. As the director of the adult education/Title II programs in Region 10, as well as a regional
workforce board member since 2011, I want to express my concerns with the proposed plan to realign Iowa’s workforce regions from the current 15 to 2 regions.
While I work in Region 10, I live in Region 1 and I can attest that the needs of residents in Region 1 do not mirror those in Region 10. The shifting demographics of our state vary by region. In Region
10, we have a growing non-native English speaking population in need of growing service to meet our workforce demands. While growing immigrant and refugee populations are present across in the
state, they are not at the same proportionality region by region.
Likewise, the needs of employers vary across the state. While we have common economic sectors, the prevalence of these sectors change from region to region. Trying to bring together the state
into two regions that stretch from Minnesota to Missouri inaccurately reflects the workforce needs of Iowans living in those regions. This will impact the ability of WIOA partners to effectively provide
needed services as our labor market continues to exhibit needs and challenges.
I understand the need to reduce from our current 15 region structure, as 15 regions are not sustainable given the limited resources we receive for WIOA administration. Changes are needed and
necessary to help the workforce boards and core partners become compliant with WIOA and to deliver services more effectively. However, I do believe there is adequate funding available for more
than two regions, with the potential for 4 or 5 regions across the state.
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A hallmark of Iowa’s governance structures is our emphasis on local control. As Iowans, we believe that the best decisions are made by those closest to the people, and that we provide the best services
to our citizens when those services are designed and delivered on a local level. The proposed realignment to two workforce regions in Iowa will diminish the ability of our workforce system and its
partners to deliver services effectively based on regional workforce needs. Realignment maintaining the greatest number of regions possible will more accurately reflect local needs and provide better
services to our citizens. I strongly encourage the workforce board to consider alternative options to the current two-region plan.
State Workforce Development Board,
I wanted to share some of my thoughts and feedback with you through the public comments option regarding the realignment process taking place in Iowa. I do see the need to re-evaluate regional
boundaries, budgets and the
roles/costs of board support, fiscal agent and the one-stop operator. The additional administrative cost to incorporate those three items into our WIOA system in Iowa will require additional funding,
meaning regional boundaries may need to adjust.
Based upon the information sent out for review from the State Workforce Board in March, and from information learned from the last realignment work group committee meeting, I have several
comments for consideration as you continue your work to determine what regions, region size, budgets and one-stop office configurations are going to be best for Iowans, and what regional boundaries
can still best serve businesses within labor shed areas.
Below are some public comments, concerns and questions I have for the board to consider. In addition, you will find a document attached with some additional options to consider. I believe a 2 region
approach, which the subcommittee recommended during a previous meeting, will not be in the best interest of Iowans. It would open the state up to closing many offices, and the regions would not
align with labor shed areas and would include so many partners that collaboration may be impacted. It is also not in line with the number of regions other states of similar and small size have implemented.
I have also attached a document to be included in my public comments that outlines a few different options for regional size and boundaries. I would recommend the 6 region map as I believe this aligns
quite well with local labor shed areas and is a reasonable size to allow stronger partnerships and consistency across the region. It also will preserve at least 6 offices across the state, where as 2 regions
could potentially lead to 2 offices. As a reminder satellite and other offices are not required. I also think a 5 or 4 region map may work and could be considered. WIOA Titles 1, 2, 3 and 4 are required
to cover infrastructure costs associated with the region which includes board support and the one stop operator. Recent DOL grant releases require applicants to show how they are covering
infrastructure costs. There will not be an option to say that programs do not have funds, such as what Titles 2, 3 and 4 have done.
If you have any questions, feel free to contact me. My signature line with contact information is at the bottom of this email.
• To reach the Future Ready Iowa goal by 2025, the largest segment of the targeted population
(51,300) are adults age 25 or older with no recognized postsecondary education. This group makes up 68%of the targeted Future Ready Iowa population. Local WIOA and workforce training program
partnerships are essential in serving serve this population. Therefore, regions representing labor shed and manageable areas for partnership are cri cal. Reducing workforce service regions to two or
three regions in the state diminishes the eﬀorts to accomplish the goals of Future Ready Iowa.
• The WIOA legislation requires workforce regions be consistent with local labor shed areas, and have a common economic development area (TEGL 27-14). How will Iowa remain compliant
with this requirement under the proposed regional restructure? What eﬀorts were made to ensure local labor shed areas were considered? How do labor shed areas align with the larger
areas suggested?
• A suggestion by the State Workforce Development Board subcommittee to have former local boards serve as advisory committees or subcommittees is unrealistic. Local boards at times can
struggle for membership and participation, even though members are appointed by the governor, and have the ability to make decisions that will impact their local area. The assertion that a
local subcommittee, without any real power would sustain and have true input is unrealistic. Keeping regions as small as possible is the best op on for engaging with the full region.
• Electing to realign to two workforce regions would leave Iowa with the fewest workforce regions of any mid-west state. Nebraska would be the closest with 3 regions, and they have 1.22
million fewer residents. How do you justify aligning to the 2 region map? Has research been completed to determine how Nebraska and other mid-west states support WIOA administrative
costs like one stop operator and board support while maintain more regions which allows for more local control?
• Can you clarify the process used to determine costs for board staﬃng and one stop operator? Was consideration given to having multiple areas share these costs?
• While currently there are no plans to close workforce oﬃces, realigning to fewer regions would give the state power to close workforce oﬃces, as federal law only requires 1 one-stop oﬃce
per region. Since leadership and priorities can change, what steps are being taken to preserve the current level of workforce oﬃces to ensure an ongoing basic level of services and access,
especially for the rural communities, as regions are reduced? Protections are needed.
• DOL requires all partners who participate in the workforce system to contribute to infrastructure costs which can include one stop operator and board support. How can WIOA Title 2, 3
and 4 state they have no funds to contribute to these infrastructure costs? That doesn’t align with DOL requirements. In addition, recent DOL grants are requiring partners to contribute to
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the cost of workforce infrastructure. Won’t DOL be asking how or requiring Titles 2, 3 and 4 to demonstrate how they are contributing to infrastructure costs? Shouldn’t this cost sharing be
developed now to head oﬀ issues later with future DOL monitoring?
The initial draft budget for WIOA Title 1 services has been released and the state of Iowa is choosing to set aside the full amount allowable under federal law. This is a departure from last
year. What is the state of Iowa choosing to do with those funds outside of those earmarked for speciﬁc work like DW rapid response meetings? A recommendation is to use a portion of
those funds to support the cost of WIOA infrastructure.
Training and Employment Guidance Letters (TEGL) 16-16 expressly requires that there be one comprehensive American Job Center in each region. Other oﬃces would be considered aﬃliate
oﬃces and have their own set of requirements as to which partners need to be present for it to even be an aﬃliate center. How will the decision be made as to which centers will be kept as
the comprehensive American Job center one stops?
Training and Employment Guidance Letters (TEGL) 16-16 emphasizes that all one stop partners are required, under WIOA sec. 121 (h), to support the infrastructure costs and certain additional
costs of the one stop delivery system. The one stop operating budget consists of two types of costs—infrastructure costs and additional costs (which must include career services and may
include other shared costs and shared services). WIOA introduced mandatory funding agreements, with particularly detailed requirements for funding of infrastructure costs. 20 CFR 678.700,
34 CFR 361.700 and 34 CFR 463.700. This information is available under TEGL 16-16 Page 21 and also includes the requirement that the Governor issue guidance on one stop infrastructure
funding.
CFR at 678.620 provides information on the one stop operator’s role within the one-stop center. The minimum requirement is for the operator to coordinate the service delivery of the
required one-stop partners and service providers. When calculating the costs for this position the State has budgeted for $100,000 to perform the function and considers this function to be
strictly administrative. While the local RWDB may add duties to this role, there are many duties which are strictly prohibited from being performed by the one stop operator, most of which
would be considered administrative such as budgeting, negotiating performance etc. Most of the duties which the CFR and the other DOL issued documents suggest are providing services
which is actually a program and not an administrative function. This brings into question how this position can be funded (just administrative funds or necessary program funds) and if the role
needs to be a full- me position at $100,000.
REGION 11

Region 11
3/15/18
Rick Sanders

Questions / Comments
On behalf of the Region 11 Chief Elected Official (CEO) Board, I am writing you regarding the realignment plan for the local workforce development board areas. Our Board recognizes the need to
restructure and reduce the number of regions. There are some of areas of questions and concerns that Region 11 CEO Board has about determining the new regions and ensuring services to the
residents of Iowa.
From a budgetary standpoint, the estimated costs for the board expenses do not take into consideration any variation of costs for regions of different sizes. Won't smaller rural regions be able to share
an executive director with another region? The suggestion of sharing board staff between regions was once proposed by IWD as an option for Region 11. Also, how would the creation of regions be
affected if funding, private and public, other than Title I administrative dollars was used to support the local workforce development boards? From an administrative perspective, the projection of
expenses shows $100,000 of administrative costs for service providers. If the local board became the grant recipient, wouldn't the service providers become sub-recipients with all their expenses being
considered as program costs? Is the $100,000 administrative funds for service providers an applicable board cost?
Additionally, the Region 11 CEO board has definite concerns on how the following issues will be resolved.
• Having a large number of counties in a region is definitely concerning, particularly in the rural areas. How will the State of Iowa ensure that local voices are being heard? How will the State of
Iowa ensure the quality workforce services are provided to rural Iowans?
• With the requirement of only having one one-stop center per region, how will lWD guarantee that the affiliate locations will have the services they need, particularly with more than one larger
metropolitan in the region?
• While information has been shared to the local workforce development boards and the CEO boards, how are these organizations going to be consulted as outlined in 20 CFR 679.210?
The Region 11 CEO Board looks forward to receiving a response from Realignment Committee to address our questions and concerns. Please do not hesitate to contact me at 515-382-7200 if you
have any questions. Thank you for the committee's work on this critical issue that will have a long-term impact on Iowa's workforce.
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I am writing to share my thoughts on the realignment topic. I am a business community representative to the Central Iowa Workforce Development Board. I also have the honor of serving as Chairperson
of the CIWDB’s Planning & Operations committee. But my first and foremost concern simply is for those seeking access to Iowa’s workforce.
The construction industry in which I work is one that has both ‘walk on’ jobs and skilled labor needs. Some of this is addressed through the labor unions who do an effectively job of providing skills
training for those who sign-up for apprenticeship programs. However, we also have a great many roles that are not union labor workers on specific job sites – and yet we have just as much need for
competent, skilled workers to fill those roles, as well. That is where my passion for the efforts of IWD is based: helping those who wish to seek gainful employment in a career path that provides a true
livable wage be able to qualify for such jobs.
While I know that the leadership of IWD, the State Board, and the members of the realignment task force would all say they share this view – one of the key elements to support that is the ability of
individuals to access the services. While it is true that a great many services can be made available virtually through internet portals (for those individuals who are computer competent), there are just
as many services which require a much more personal, human dynamic. My concern is that a reduction in the number of Iowa’s regions will be a gateway to the eventual closing of even more One Stop
Center locations. This is something that I believe would be a tremendous error in judgment.
Let me pause to say that I support the reduction in regions. I recognize that the State cannot just print money (like their Federal level counterparts can). So either taxes have to go up or expenses have
to go do – and often some combination of the two may take place. I also understand that Region 11’s model of a FTE position of Executive Director is something that IWD would like to see replicated
across the state; but there would be no way to provide funding for 15 such roles. Because I firmly believe that model really is the best approach, I am supportive of regional reductions to help make that
vision a reality.
However, the notion of reducing to just (2) regions is a concept destined for failure at the administrative and funding end, as well as a failure at the end-user experience end. I would like to state my
support for either the “5 Areas” proposed model or the “4 Areas – Map B” proposed model. My rationale for choosing these models is because I believe they move to a more compressed structure
that IWD is seeking, and yet ensure maximum local control based on true regional matters. There is no cookie-cutter policy or approach toward workforce issues that truly works statewide. Iowa truly
can be divided up into these regions based upon the type of industry that is found in each of them. Allowing that to be one of the driving factors in determining the quantity would be wise for both IWD
and those seeking assistance.
But even beyond the number of regions selected, I implore IWD to provide a guarantee that no current One Stop locations will be considered for closing for at least 5-years following the full
implementation of the new map. It will take at least that long for the full impact of regional reductions to truly be felt, and at that time it would be appropriate to entertain if any such changes would be
warranted. However, it may also be that by that time we will find that additional One Stops may actually need to be added, too. Regional demands for service should drive those choices.
I have also heard that one is opinion is that the IWD Director should have full authority to decide whether to close One Stop locations in any of the regions. This not only concerns from a potential
abuse of power (if we have an IWD Director who is not as solid as Director Townsend) but also from a lack of representation perspective. The CIWDB Planning & Operations committee did vote
unanimously to recommend that any such decisions should be made by the State Board, not just by the IWD Director. Additionally, any such decision should require the input and approval of the Board
in the Region(s) impacted. Oh I know there will be an assumption that they would resist any such moves – but realistically, if the RWB members cannot be convinced that any such One Stop reductions
would be a good choice then that really should be a huge red flag for those determined to proceed.
Thank you for giving this opportunity for us to weigh-in. In summary I want to again applaud IWD for taking on the difficult task of revitalizing our regional structure. But I strongly request that any
determinations or decisions not be based solely on the financial dynamics. We all know that, if those controlling the purse strings in the Legislature can be convinced to do so there can be additional
funds made available. Rather than attempting to see just how ‘cheap’ we can run the system, the emphasis needs to be on how lean can the system run while still fulfilling its obligation to help the
unemployed, underemployed, and disenfranchised members of our workforce. And then convincing the
Legislature to fund such a program. I am more than happy to led my voice to any such effort.
REGION 12

Region 12
3/28/18
Bridget Hoefling

Questions / Comments
As Chairman of the Regional Workforce Development, the board has established some things that are most important to them for the Regional Alignment Process. The following are the top items that
they feel are very important:
1. Geography
2. That all end users are well served
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Judy Peterson
5/4/18
Mary Tyler
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3. Customer Service is a must
4. Access to the Education Partners
After establishing the most important items for the Regional Alignment Process, the board had, some key questions that they would like answered. If after I receive the answers, they have more questions,
they would like for Ben Humphrey or yourself to come to a special meeting the board has said they would like to hold. The dates that I have been informed of that could be available are 3/29/18, 4/5/18,
4/19/18. Please let me know if those dates are still available or if a phone conference would be an option as well. The Boards did vote on for the 8 regions at this time or after the boards get their
questions answered/or after the meeting.
1. Where does the data come from that has been developed to establish the regions in the maps? Example, does this information come from census? Usage of the One Stops? Unemployment ratings?
Also, how old is the data being used?
2. How did they figure the % of what each region would be receiving in funds if the regions were divided as suggested?
3. What would the composition of the new board? Such as, Labor vs business owners, Democrat vs Republican, Male vs Female
4. What would the board look like as far as clarifying our voice? Would we be like an advisory board?
5. How did they come up with the lay out of the different maps? What was the criteria used?
My preference would be Six Regions or Five Regions Option A (on the maps just sent).
After careful review of the information given and contemplating what would be best for the citizens of Iowa in regards
to reorganizing districts, I would like to respectfully offer my opinion.
I have seen firsthand how services for Iowans in northwest Iowa were made more difficult to be received with the reduction of office locations several years ago when county offices were eliminated.
Citizens from the Storm Lake area had to travel to Fort Dodge to receive assistance. Citizens from Cherokee had to drive to Sioux City. Goodwill Connection centers have tried to fill the gap. Reducing
the regions will retain services in metro areas and these folks will not feel a difference but those who live outside of Ames, Des Moines, Sioux City, Davenport, Iowa City, and Cedar Rapids will continue
to see reductions in availability of services. A drive of 45 to 60 minutes for someone whose resources are compromised means they don't receive services.
Reduction to just a few regions doles responsibility out to subcommittee. These employees will have heavy responsibilities and no real power to make changes or decisions that would best suit their
area, thus making them ineffective.
Servicing our Iowans needs to be our first responsibility. Therefore, I would like to see a conservative approach taken to reduce from 12 regions to 8 regions. I believe this issue can be revisited in 10
years. If further reductions are needed, it can be looked at again. Keeping regions as small as possible is the best option to allow our citizens to receive the services that are needed.
Iowa has received positive press regarding our forward focus. Let's not undo the progress our state is making toward a robust future.
REGION 13

Region 13
4/23/18
Kim Naven Gee

Questions / Comments
To the WIOA Realignment Committee,
Local input is so very critical to what works in Iowa. It brings jobs training to those who are not in metropolitan areas. Those that are literally and figuratively on the fringe.
The realignment ideas that are proposed for the State of Iowa to be compliant with the DOL seems to take everything into consideration that the DOL wants/mandates and leaves the regional areas
hollowed out.
The DOL thinks that Iowa has been doing it ‘wrong’ but I would argue that we are doing things right. What works in DC, Chicago, LA and the likes doesn’t work in rural-centric Iowa.
The option that was discussed at our RWDB Region 13 meeting was to keep the regions at a minimum 5. Looking at you’re figures on the interactive map would put overall administrative costs at the
lowest: $835,000 – based on $167K times 5 regions. The realignment maps that favor 2 or 3 regions are unacceptable due to the obvious…no local input. But administrative costs are either
$1,040,000/$894,000 depending on map. Plus, that scenario is throwing the rural parts of the state under the bus. The people who it need it the most will not be served in a practical way.
We all understand that the Feds hold the purse strings, but it is utmost overreach for them to tell the State of Iowa how to administer real funds to pay for administrative positions that do not create
new jobs for Iowans.
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Region 13

Questions / Comments
What I fear is that the DOL is requiring this realignment but for what end? Has Iowa not been on the forefront of jobs training? Has the State of Iowa been fiscally irresponsible? If we have been fiscally
responsible and have created job opportunities? Then I cannot fathom why the Feds way is better. Other than control.
I thank you for this opportunity to express my opinion (and it is my opinion not a Board opinion) on the realignment of the RWDB in Iowa.
REGION 14

Region 14
4/10/18
Dennis Brown

4/23/18
Charles Ambrose

Questions / Comments
I have attended several meetings regarding the proposed realignment of Iowa's local areas, and studied the various options. While understanding the need to economize, I have yet to see a plan that
will do so, while still fulfilling the aims of our local development board in a satisfactory manner. Greatly reducing the number of areas will inevitably place the metropolitan areas in with those from
rural Iowa, resulting in a lack of attention to the less populated parts of the state. Our services will suffer as a result. It's in the interest of all to combine the "like" areas to ensure that every part of
Iowa is treated equitably. Efficiencies can be realized without sacrificing results. Our local Area 14 is performing admirably, and I believe I can safely say that the entire state can learn from us. Thank
you for giving me the opportunity to voice my concerns about this process.
With regard to findings presented to Iowa Workforce Development on November 8, 2017, the attached document is a proposal from Region 14 CEOs as an alternative consolidation plan. Iowa has
long been praised for their workforce development system and is a guiding platform for WIOA legislation. Iowa CEOs know local control of resources contribute to service delivery success. We ask
the Realignment Committee and State of Iowa Workforce Board continue to support local control. The proposed system will distribute shared costs and maintain operations of local offices.
The Proposed plan allows for the creation of new boards to adhere required functions of WIOA. It also allows Title I funding to remain at current funding levels with Workforce Districts and existing
partnerships that have served the local participants for decades. It consolidates the financial responsibility and eliminates the grant from being distributed among multiple providers. This plan would
allow regions across the state to capture local level best practices and duplicate success across the State. Sharing of success is the reason Iowa is considered by the Secretary of Labor and Iowa
Workforce Development Director as the model for workforce delivery throughout the country.
Our Proposed Plan allows the two most rural regions (Southern and N01ihwest) the ability to share the cost of One-Stop Operator. In the Iowa Workforce Development information released, the
base cost for an employee for the Central District is $100,000. Using that as the sample and using sample Data provided by the Census Bureau on Median incomes the CEO's have calculated new
reasonable salary costs for each proposed district.
We have attached a narrative of our proposal accompanied by a map outlining new proposed Districts and tables defining proposed modified costs. We ask you consider our proposal as a viable
alternative to the State Prosed Plan. If you have, questions please feel free to contact the CEO Board to schedule a conference. We believe this plan will work and allow us to continue to serve Iowa
with the integrity we have developed through years of commitment.

REGION 15
Region 15
5/1/18
David Krutzfeldt
and Matt Greiner

Questions / Comments
The Region 15 Regional Workforce Development Board (the Board) and the Chief Elected Official (CEO) Board understands that the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) has imposed requirements on
Iowa Workforce Development (!WD) and that there are concerns about "stretching the available dollars so thin that the local areas are unable to fund core WIOA functions ... " However, the Board is
concerned that the future of our businesses, employees, and local economy is in jeopardy if the proposed plans move forward unchanged. The Board provides the following comments regarding the
State of Iowa Realignment of WIOA Regions:
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Region 15

Questions / Comments
1. The State Workforce Development Board's Realignment Committee established a framework for realignment that included three points. One of these was to maintain local input by establishing local
advisory committees in place of the current 15 local boards. It's unrealistic to expect that present board members, who will be stripped of their ability to make decisions that can impact their local area,
will remain active and committed when they know they have no power to affect outcomes. Particularly, when they will no longer be appointed by the Governor. Additionally, the word "oversight" has
been used in the documentation in relationship to the Advisory Committee's duties. Could you provide a description of the proposed responsibilities that the Advisory Committees will have?
2. After review of the One Stop Operator and Local Board Support position job duties, the Board determined that the salaries seemed excessive. Could you provide the full Job descriptions for these
two positions?
3. As a suggestion, the Board wondered whether given fiscal budgetary concerns and the frequency of local board meetings, can the Local Board Support and One Stop Operator to be shared between
Regions?
4. Although there are no plans to close workforce offices presently, once the realignment is complete, the state could close offices given that federal law requires only 1 one-stop office per region.
Because leadership and priorities can change, what steps are being taken to preserve the current level of workforce offices to ensure an ongoing basic level of services and access, especially for the rural
communities, as regions are reduced?
5. The WIOA legislation requires workforce regions be consistent with local labor shed areas, and have a common economic development area (TEGL 27-14). How will Iowa remain compliant with this
requirement under the proposed regional restructure? What efforts were made to ensure local labor shed areas were considered? How do labor shed areas align with the larger areas suggested?
6. DOL requires all partners who participate in the workforce system to contribute to costs which include one stop operator and board support. How can WIOA Title 2, 3 and 4 state they have no
funds to contribute to these costs? That does not align with DOL requirements. Additionally, recent DOL grants require partners to contribute to the cost of the One Stop Operator and Local Board
Support. Will DOL be asking how, or requiring Titles 2, 3 and 4 to demonstrate how, they are contributing to these costs? We believe this cost sharing should be developed now to head off issues later
with future DOL monitoring?
7. The initial draft budget for WIOA Title 1 services has been released and the state of Iowa is choosing to set aside the full amount allowable under federal law. This is a departure from last year. What
is the State of lowa choosing to do with those funds outside of those earmarked for specific work like Dislocated Worker rapid response meetings? We recommend to use a portion of those funds to
support the cost of WIOA administrative requirements.
8. Given that the Local Boards have significant experience; the Board asks that they have the opportunity to cast a nonbinding vote on the Realignment Committees final recommendation prior to it
going to the State Board for vote.
The Board sincerely wishes to work with IWD and Director Townsend to reach solutions to the difficult challenges ahead. We are open to any collaborative efforts. If you have any questions, please
contact Jennifer Erdmann at (641) 684-5401 Ext 40042.

l:\boards\state board\committees\realignment\questions re realignment\index questions & answers.docx
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